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SECTION V

5. CREW INTERACTIVE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

Tables I through V of NTEC Work Statement 2234-016 "Armor Crew-
man Job Tasks" (reproduced here as figure 5-1 for convenience)
lists sequences of tasks normally performed by the crew members
on the M60A3 tank. The fundamental theory and basic skills for
most of these tasks can be taught without the aid of an FCIS-LM
device. However, to reach the levels of proficiency demanded of
actual combat, and to develop the interactive crew skills neces-
sary to ensure survival, further rigorous training and practice
under similar combat conditions is required.

This section specifies the training objectives and training re-
quirements needed to achieve this goal. In analyzing data for
this section, Link has relied heavily upon HumRRO to define
specific crew tasks, establish levels of criticality for the
various tasks, and also to identify the necessary cue require-
ments, and determine the ultimate training objectives. This
section also reviews and evaluates current tank crew training
methods and doctrines in order to provide a baseline reference
for FCIS-LM training requirements.

5.1 Current Training Methods

Current tank crew training programs are oriented toward the
training of individual skills at the Armor Training Center, with
crew integration and crew interaction training taking place in
Armor Units in the field. The tables presently used in indiv-
idual and unit gunnery training have been reviewed to identify
the crew tasks in which interaction is of particular importance
in tank operations. This analysis was done, primarily through
reviews of tactics, procedures and conditions contained in
FM 17-12-2, 'Tank Gunnery'. The 'Tank Crew Gunnery Skills Test'
of FM 17-12-2 and ARTEP 17-35 were also analyzed to provide in-
formation on task criticality and task performance conditions
and criteria..

A new training system has recently replaced Basic Individual
Training and Advanced Individual Training (Basic Training and
Armor Crew Individual Training). The new program, Basic Armor
Training, lasts 13 weeks. Graduates of the AIT course were
qualified as armor crewmen, but were only familiarized with the
driver, gunner, and loader jobs. When assigned to field units
as armor crewmen, they receive advanced training in one of those
three jobs, frequently starting as loaders or drivers. After
a period of unit training, loaders or drivers were trained as
gunners and, after extensive experience and formal training
became tank commanders.

In the new BAT program, Armor crewmen trained at USATC(A) will
graduate as qualified drivers or gunners with.working knowledge
of other tank crew tasks. When men go on to new unit assign-
ments, they will, as before, undergo a period of systematic unit
training. It is expected that the BAT program will provide units

5-1
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I. ARMOR CREWMAN JOB TASKS - GENERAL

I TASK # TASK DESCRIPTION

i 4-003 Interpret MBC alarms and markers

4-004 Put on protective mask (connect into gas partic-
ulate system)

4-005 Seek cover as protection aqainst NBC hazards

4-012 Protect vehicle interior from CRB acents

9-002 Identify threat and friendly vehicles

3 9-008 Identify threat and friendly aircraft

11-003 Operate tactical radios/accessories

11-020 Operate vehicular intercommunications equipment

20-025 Operate vehicle under enemy missile (antitank)
threat

20-206 Acquire ground targets for tracked combat
vehicles

20-314 Prepare a tank for tactical operations

20-382 Perform after firing checks (and services on
main gun)

23-212 Report location of enemy mines/minefields

T 23-313 Identify minefield markers

11

Figure 5-1 Armor Crewman Job Tasks
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II. ARMOR CREWMAN JOB TASKS -DRIVER

* TASK # TASK DESCRIPTION

311-202 Place tank external phone into operation

12-010 Conceal movement by using weather and light
conditions

I12-011 Conceal movement through route selection

f 312-014 Conceal movement using smoke

12-203 Select temporary vehicular battlefield positions

120-310 Operate a tank

(1) React to engine-stall in enemy engagement1 environment

(2) Demonstrate ability to operate vehicle on
paved surface, crossing a ditch, shell
hole, or trench, going over an obstruction,
ascending and descending steep grades

1(3) Start engine using slave start procedures

(4) Back up the vehicle by responding to tankI commander directions

(5) Moving or stopping vehicle during main aunI enaement

(6) Installation and orevaration of driver's
infrared/night vision sight/periscope

(7) Operate vehicle in an infrared/night
I vision environment

20-316 Operate a tank over water obstacles

316-005 Perform before operations maintenance (physicalJ and visual inspection) on the fire extinguishersI316-007 Perform before operations maintenance (physical
and visual inspection) on the instruments,
gauges, and warning lights

Figure 5-1 Armor Crewman Job Tasks (Cont'd)
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316-008 Perform before operations maintenance (physical
and visual inspection) on the hydraulic brakes

316-009 Perform before operations maintenance (physical3 and visual inspection) on the tank controls

316-012 Perform durinq operations maintenance (physical
and visual inspection) on the instruments/
controls

20-363 Start the enqine on an M60A3 tank

20-366 Stop the enqine of an M60A3 tank

20-376 Operate a tank fixed fire extinquisher (not
loaded)

j 20-381 Perform driver prepare to fire checks

27-210 Prepare and occupy firing positions

27-236 React to/move under direct/indirect fire and
enemy aircraft fireI

I

r Figure 5-1 Armor Crewman Job Tasks (Cont'd)
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III. ARMOR CREWMAN JOB TASKS - LOADER

TASK # TASK DESCRIPTION

1 17-308 Clear and load a coaxial MG

17-316-002 Troubleshoot the coaxial MG using the field
i expedient method

17-319 Boresight a coaxial MG

17-317 Correct malfunctions on a coaxial MG

17-326 Apply immediate action to reduce a stoppage of
I a coaxial MG

17-319 Mount/dismount a coaxial MG on a tank

20-329 Load the main gun in an M60A3

20-342 Unload misfired main gun rounds

20-380 Perform loader prepare to fire checks

43-002 Stow ammunition

r

I.

Figure 5-1 Armor Crewman Job Tasks (Cont'd)
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IV. ARMOR CREWMAN JOB TASKS - GUNNER

TASK # TASK DESCRIPTION

11-002 Prepare RT524 and R442 radios and equipment forI operation

11-004 Perform operator checks on tactical radios and

17-311 Zero a coaxial MG

17-322 Engage targets with a coaxial MG

20-320-001 Boresight the gunner's telescope and periscope
with the main gun

20-320-002 Boresight the gunner's telescope and periscopeI with the main gun

20-324 Zero the main gun

20-334 Fire the tank main gun

20-337 Engage enemy tank and antitank weapon

20-374 Operate M60A3 auxiliary fire control instrumentsI

Figure 5-1 Armor Crewman Job Tasks (Cont'd)
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V.* ARMOR CREWMAN JOB TASKS - TANK COMMANDER

TASK # TASK DESCRIPTION

3-012 Orient a map by comparing features on a map with
SI the ground

3-013 Determine location on the ground by comparing '

I Ithe terrain with a map

3-019 Navigate to point on the ground with a topo-3 Igraphic map

3-021 Navigate cross country mounted, using a map

1 3-102 Maintain orientation in a moving vehicle by
comparing terrain with a map

3-204 Navigate cross country mounted, using a map

4-015 Direct unmasking procedures

1 11-113 Prepare speech security equipment TSEC/KY-38

1 11-213 Prepare speech security equipment TSEC/KY-8

17-010 Zero an M85 MG

17-012 Boresight an M85 MG

315-002 Troubleshoot the M85 MG using the field expe-
SI dient method

315-318 Clear and load an M85 MG

1 315-321 Engage targets with an M85 MG

315-325 Apply immediate action to reduce a stoppage ofI an M85 MG

315-328 Mount/dismount an M85 MG

18-004 Conduct crew drill

20-204-001 Prepare a range card for a tank

20-204-002 Prepare a range card for a tank

. Figure 5-1 Armor Crewman Job Tasks (Cont'd)
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3 20-202 Issue a fire command for a tank
20-338 Apply misfire procedures in case of main gun

3 failure to fire

20-346 Employ the tank searchlight

1 20-350 Boresight a tank mount searchlight

26-002 Select targets appropriate for attack

26-003 Call for supporting fire

I 26-004 Adjust supporting fire

26-007 Terminate a supporting fire mission

27-105 Coordinate organic and supporting fires

27-110 Engage aircraft with individual and crew-served
weapons

27-216 Select firing positions

1 27-218 Select targets

27-219 Designate targets

27-224 Select alternate and supplementary positions

27-229 Conduct mounted tactical movement

29-201 Adjust supporting fire (mortars)

Ii

Figure 5-1 Armor Crewman Job Tasks (Cont'd)
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I with crewmen more qualified in the crucial crew skills, and
permit the unit to more rapidly develop combat-qualified crews.
The current program~both in the Armor Training Center and inI field units both in the United States and Europe, is severely
constrained by the availability of terrain and the cost of
tanks, fuel, ammunition, and other facilities required for
developing proficiency levels vital to combat readiness. The
current training program, including individual and platoon-
level gunnery tables is an excellent program for training
drivers, loaders, and gunners in performing their own individ-
ual tasks, but the program is unable to provide the level and
variety of training required to qualify the crew and the tank
commander for tactical operations.

5.2 PCIS Training Objectives

The M60A3 is capable of fighting effectively in almost any type
of terrain it could encounter in North America or in Central
Europe. Its range and mobility, even with minimal logistics3 support, permit it to be involved in a wide variety of terrain
and tactical situations in a very short period of time. In
addition, it can effectively engage any target it might expect
to encounter on any battlefield in the foreseeable future.I These capabilities were developed to make the M60A3 an unusual-
ly versatile and effective weapons system. At the same time,
they impose stresses and skill requirements on the crew, par-I ticularly in the integration of individual performances, which
are unequalled in any modern weapon-system. Table 5-1 lists
over three hundred and fifty distinct types of engagements the
M60A3 crew must be able to handle. This table does not allow
for varieties of terrain, visibility, or threat concealment
with which the crew will be faced in combat; nor does it con-

j sider the impact on the crew, in all of these situations when
a crewmember is missing. It also fails to express the condi-
tions of stress under which these engagements must be fought,1~ time pressures on the crew in each engagement, in maintaining
efficiency from one engagement to another, and the demands of
simultaneous engagements. Clearly, no training program depend-
ing on real-world ranges and tactical exercises, can provideI adequate training in even the most critical crew tasks; the
combination of significant events quickly exhausts the terrain,
ranges, targets, personnel, tanks, ammunition and facilitiesII available.
Individual crew skills required for the operation of the M60A3
and it. systems are not especially difficult to learn, with the
exception of individual tactical driving skills, given the
time to perform them as fixed operating procedures. Task diffi-
culty and criticality arise, not from the complexity of the
tasks, but in applying task procedures in tactical settings.1' in the tank, no individual task is performed in isolation; each
task, to be effective, requires the participation of two,
three~or four individuals with each task inevitably influencing
the subsequent performance of each member of the crew. In

1 5-9
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addition, many critical performances, and the decisions initia-
ting them, are made in from one to ten seconds. In effect,
crew interaction training problems arise in finding settings
in which individual crew members can practice under conditions
of time pressure and stress, with rapidly changing tactical
situations.

As a result of the analysis performed for section 4 and in
studying the current training methods, a series of scenarios
was developed. These scenarios, summarized in table 5-1, in-
corporate exercises contained in Tables VIII A and VIII 13,
and indicate the integration of crew activities in the kinds of
day and night engagements in which the M60A3 tank may be in-
volved.

5.2.1 M60A3 Tank Scenarios.

General Situation:

The First Battalion 201st Armor which is part of a larger force
has been given the mission to attack to the south and seize
the town of New Hampton. The plan of attack provides for
Company A and B attacking abreast. Company A is attacking on
the left with the first, second and third platoons abreast.
The second platoon will attack in a wedge formation. Tank
number 23 will be the leading tank of the platoon. NBC
protective equipment will be worn.

Special Situation:

Before leaving the assembly area and moving to the attack posi-
tion, pre-combat checks were performed by the four crew members
of tank number 23. The boresight and zero of all weapons has
been checked, the loading of the machine guns has been accom-
plished, the stowage of all ammunition has been checked, all
communications systems are operational and the turret has been
placed in power operation to include the stabilized (stand by)
mode for firing.

j As the tank crosses the line of departure.the tank commander
and loader are unbuttoned and are scanning the foreward area
attempting to locate and identify targets, the gunner is look-
ing through his periscope and is prepared to lay the main gun
on any target so designated by the commander. The driver is
maintaining a steady speed, is trying to avoid obstacles and
ditches, is trying to minimize directional change, and is pre-
pared to alert the rest of the crew if any of the above cannot
be maintained. The tank commander has just monitored a trans-
mission over the platoon net, that another tank in the platoon
has just destroyed an enemy tank on the right flank.

First Engagement:

E AT that time the tank commander observes what appears to be

5-10
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TABLE 5-1 SCENARIO INDEX FOR M60A3 TANK, BASED UPON TABLE VIII A AND BI (TWENTY ENGAGEM1ENTS) STABILIZED MODE

IllE

w T N MC6Z TARGT DESCRIPTIN TYPE EAEMENT RANGE NATION OTHER

1 ING 7M TANK FRT SHOT BATTLESIGHT 900 DAY
*HEAT __ER

2 MOVING TANK MOVING TRUCK CAL 50 700 DAY

I __ - _

3a MOVING TANK MOVING TANK BATTIESIGHT 1200 DAY MULTIPLE

3b MOVING TANK !JVING TANK APDS 1600 DAY ENJGAGE-
METERS MN

4 MOVING TANK TROOPS COAX 600 DAY

5 STATIONARY ANTITANK PRFCISICN 1600 DAY
TANK TELESCO)PE HEP MEERS

6 MOrMG TANK HELICOPTER CAL 50 900 NIGHT

7 STATIONARY TANK FRONT SHOT BATTLESIGHT 1000 NIGHT THER'4ILj TANK HEAT METS SIGHT

8 STATIONARY TROOPS CAL 50 1200 NIGHT THERMALI TANK MWERS SIGHT

9 STATIONARY TANK FI74T SHOT PRECISION 1800 NIGHT THERMAL
I TANK ADPS METEMS SIGHT

10 MOING TANK SUSPECTED TARGET SUPPRESSIVE 100 NIGHT

11 MING TAM HELICOPTER ATM CAL 50 1000 DAY EVASIVEI _METERS momE

12 STATICNARY TANK FROT SHOT PREdISICN 1900 DAY SIMJL-
TANK ATWS mmm TmNous

WITH

MENT 13
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TABLE 5-1 SCENARIO INDEX FOR M60A3 TANK, BASED UPON TABLE VIII A AND B
(TWENTY ENGAGEMENTS) STABILIZED MODE (CONT'D)

TANKMOE TART DESCR.PThI TPE 4 RANGE NATION OTHER
I13 STATIONARY TROOPS Chl, 50 11500 IDAY SDUL,-

WIT

114 MYJ'ING TANK TANK FRONTf S1HOT BATILESIIT 800 DAY
TNHEAT METERS _ __

;15 MVINlG TANK SUSPECTED TA SUPPRESSIVE 500 DAY

16 MOVING TANK TANK FRONT SHOT BATmESIIfT 800 NIT THERALHEAT 'ETymS SIGfT

17 MOVING TANK SVING TRt ETK CAX 700 NIT THERMAL
FEREE SICMT

S18a OVING TANK TANK FRONT SHOT BATLESIGHT 1300 NIGHT !.JLTIPL

HEA METERSSIH

19 M(JING TANK T S CAX 600 NI IHT
. ~METERSSIT
* erm I GH blENT

20 STATIARY ATITANK PROCISION 1500 NIGHT
TANK TELESCOPE METERS FLARE

5-12
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I the turret of an enemy tank in hull-defilade to his direct
front at a range of 900 meters. The tank commanderprior
to crossing the line of departure, had anticipated enemy tanksI to be his greatest threat. He had therefore prepared his tank
for a battlesight engagement by having a round of HEAT loaded
in the main gun and HEAT ammunition indexed. Upon sighting theI enemy tank, the following actions are taken by the members of
tank 23. The tracer element in followed by the eye and the
round is observed hitting the enemy tank. The tank commander
announces "TARGET." He then directs the driver to move out.
shortly after directing the driver, the tank commander observes
an enemy truck moving along a road to the front.

I Second Engagement:

The target appears to be at an estimated range of seven hundred
meters. The tank commander decides that the 50 caliber machine
gun is the proper weapon to use.* He alerts the crew by announc-
ing "CALIBER 50." After estimating the range,he uses the ball-
istic reticle to insure the first burst is in the target area.
He uses the low rate of fire, firing bursts of 10-15 rounds
using 2-3 tracers. He adjusts for elevation using the manual
elevation handle and tracks the truck for deflection using the
TC override. The driver continues to move the tank at a con-
stant rate of speed while attempting to provide a stable tank
from which to fire. The tank commander observes the enemy
truck burst into flames and he ceases fire after firing about
50 rounds. The Tank Commander announces "END OF M4ISSION."

Third Engagement:

Tank number 23 continues on his mission as the lead tank in
the platoon. Upon reaching the crest of a hill,the tank com-
mander halts the tank on the reverse slope in a defilade posi-
tion and observes to his front to determine the location of
possible enemy positions. The open rolling country to his
front indicates that possible targets would appear at ranges
of 1,000 meters to 2,000 meters. The tank commander therefore
directs the gunner and loader to prepare for a battlesight
utilizing APDS ammunition. APDS is loaded and is indexed. As
the tank commander surveys the area he,observes two enemy tanks
moving from left to right. One enemy tank is to the direct
front at an estimated range of 1,200 meters and the other

- enemy tank is to the right-front at an estimated range of 1,600
meters. The following actions take place:

5-13
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First Engagement:

Fire Command TankI
Element Commander Gunner I Loader Driver

'i Gunner Lays gun for Ensures Checks the Continues to
Battlesight" direction turret turret ring move forward'I Ipower and ensures and attempts

is on. turret is to orient
not locked hull.

"Tank" Ensures Ensures
Appropriate path of
switches recoil is
are on. clear and

safety
switch is
on "FIRE"

"Direct If needed Traverses Announces
Front" talks turret in toupee

gunner in- search of
to target target and
area. announces

"IDENTIFIED' and is pre-
pared to load
next round
if required

"Fire" Assumes Aims at Braces Prepares to
position base of sense round.
to sense target,
round to announcesIbe fired "ON THE

WAY" and
fires.

3 5-14
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I

I Fire Command Tank I
Element Commanders Gunner Loader Driver

"GUNNER Lays gun for Ensureu iChecks the Continues
BATTLESIGHT" direction. turret turret ring to move

power and and ensures forward
appropriate turret is attempts
switches not locked to orient
are on. hull

I "LEFT TANK" If needed Traverses Ensures Prepares
talks gunner turret and path of to sense
into target announces recoil is rounds.
area "IDENTIFIED" clear and

safety
switch
is on
"FIRE"
Announces"UP"e

"FIRE" Assumes Aims at Prepares to
position base of load next
to sense target, round and
round to announces braces
be fired "ON THE

WAY" and

I Rfires

"TARGET" If needed Traverses Loads second
RIGHT TANK talks gunner turret and roundinto target announces announces

area "IDENTIFIED" "UP"

i

"FIRE" Assumes Aims at Prepares to
position second tar- load next
to sense get, an- round and
round to nounces braces
be fired "ON THE

WAY" and

fires. Aftel
firing the
gunner con-
tinues the
engagement
and applies
burst on

target if
j required.
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The tank commander observes the red flash as the round strikes
the enemy tank and he announces "TARGET":

K I Fourth Engagement:

The tank commander surveys the area to his front with his bin-
oculars and orders the driver to "MOVE OUT." The tank moves
out at about 10 miles per hour down the forward slope of the
ridge. The turret is in the stabilized mode; all crewmen are
observing for potential enemy targets. The tank commander ob-
serves what appears to be about eight enemy soldiers deployed
as skirmishers in a field to the right front at an estimated
range of about 700 meters. The enemy appears to present an
area target. The following actions take place:
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I
FIRE

COMMAND TANK
ELEMENT COMMANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"GUNNER Lays gun Ensures Checks the Continues
COAX" for dir- appropriate coax machine to move

ection switches gun visually forward,
are still to ensure attempts
on safety is to orient

in "fire" hull toward
position the target

"TROOPS" If needed Ensures Prepares to Continues
talks that ammu- observe tank move-
gunner nition is functioning ment at a
into tar- indexed and of COAX in smooth rate.
get area and checks event of

firing stoppage and
switch announces

"UP"

"RIGHT Estimates Traverses
FRONT" range turret in

search of
target &
announces

"IDENTIFIED"

"SIX Lays gun fcr
HUNDRED" range and

deflection.
Takes correct
sight picture
with infinity
sight and
announces "O
THE WAY"

"FIRE" Prepares FiresZ
to observe pattern on
strike of the area
rounds target of

enemy troops

OCEASE
FIRE"
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The gunner when using the "Z" pattern will open fire on the
near edge of the target and let the movement of the tank walkI the burst across the width of the target forming the bottom
of the "Z". He then traverses the burst back across the target
to the far edge using turret movement. This forms the middle1! bar of the "Z." Finally, he uses the movement of the tank to
walk the burst again across the side of the target completing
the "Z" pattern.

Fifth Engagement:

The driver continues to move the tank along at the same rate of
speed while selecting the most covered route of advance. As
the tank reaches the bottom of the hill and starts up the
slope, the comimander observes what appears to be an enemy
anti-tank gun camouflaged on the forward slope of the ridge
his direct front at a range of approximately 1,600 meters.
The tank commander believes that his position has been unde-
tected by the enemy. He decides to engage the enemy anti-tank
gun with HEP ammunition and precision technique from a covered
position. He directs the driver to a hull defilade position.
Since the tank commander decided on the above type of engage-
ment, the following method will be used. The tank commander
will determine range utilizing the rangefinder. The gunner
will use the telescope with the HEP reticle. The gunner will
receive range information either as an element of the fire
command from the tank commander (the most common method) or he
may receive his range from the "read out" of the computer. The
following actions are taken by the tank crew:
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Fire
Command Tank
Element Commander Gunner Loader Driver

"GUNNER Lays gun for Ensures Loads RTEP Selects
HEP" direction appropriate round. defilade

switches are Checks to firing
on. Moves ensure position
over to the turret
telescope ring is
and moves clear
selection
lever to
HEP reticle

"ANTI If needed, Indexes Ensures Stops tank
TANK" talks gunner am~munition path of smoothly

into target into corn- recoil is
area puter and clear and

selects safety
firing switch
switch is in

"FIRE"
position.
Announces
i"Up"

"DIRECT Ranges to Traverses Prepares Locks brakes
FRONT" target turret & to load braces, and

announces next prepares t
"IDENTIFIED" round. sense round.

"ONE Assumes Takes Braces
six position correct
HUNDRED" to sense sight

rouind picture
aiming on
center of
target, &
announces
"ON THE
WAY"

"FIRE" Fires
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The round is observed striking the ground and throwing up dirt,
just short of the anti-tank gun. The crew reacts as follows:

SENSING TANK GUNNER LOADER DRIVER
COMMA.LN DE R

"SHORT Announces Makes range Loads HEP Prepares to
ADD TW:O sensing correction round. En- sense sub-
HUNDRED correction in sight sures safety s e.:nt I
FIRE" and pre- picture, switch is on round, or

pares to announces "fire". move out.
sense "ON THE Announces

WAY" and "UP"

fires

The tank commander observes the flash as the round strikes the
enemy anti-tank crun and announces "TARGET CEASE FIRE" Upon_
completion of the engagementthe tank commander directs the
driver to "move out" in order to continue the attack. As tank
23 moves out the tank commander monitors a transmission over
the platoon net advising the platoon to be alert for enemy air
activity. Enemy helicopters, both observation and gun ships
have been reported in the area of operation. It is late in the
day and dusk is beginning to settle in. The tank commander is
searching the sky through his binoculars. With darkness de-
scending, the gunner is now utilizing the tank thermal sight
(TTS). The tank commander can view the same target area that
the gunner sees by use of his tank thermal sight. As the tank
continues to climb the slope, the commander hears the rotor
blades of a helicopter. At that time, he hears what seems to
be an enemy attack helicopter attacking the left flank tank of
his platoon. This is immediately confirmed by a report of the
platoon radio net.

Sixth Engagement:

The commander of tank 23 takes immediate action to engage the
enemy helicopter. Since it has turned dark, the image intensi-
fication sight has been installed in the tank commander's cupola
for firing the M85.50 caliber machine gun. It is with this
system that the enemy helicopter is engaged. The tank command-
er alerts the crew by announcing "CALIBER 50.. After locating
the enemy helicopter in his image intensification sight, the
tank commander engages it. He detects the helicopter moving
toward him with no apparent speed. He therefore aims high.
He fires at a high rate of fire and engages the helicopter with
a continuous burst, adjusting onto target by observing tracers.
The driver continues the tank's movement forward and is pre-
pared to take evasive action if the tank is threatened. If the
enemy helicopter is hovering, it is an indication that it is
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preparing to fire an ATGM. When the tank commander observes
the helicopter destroyed, he announces "END OF MISSION."

As the tank platoon approaches the crest of the next ridge,
the tank commander of tank 23 receives word over the platoon

* net that the unit will halt for the night in this general area.
Mechanized infantry will soon join the tanks and provide local
security during the night. The tank commander is assigned a
sector of responsibility for the organization of the defensive
position. The tank commander directs the driver to position
the tank in a primary position for the night. He also points
out to the gunner, some possible avenues of enemy approach so
that the gunner may begin to prepare a range card for possible
night firing from the position. The tank commander accompanies
the platoon leader on a reconnaissance of the area in order to
select alternate and supplementary positions, and plan defen-
sive fires. The gunner, assisted by the loader, performs
necessary turret maintenance on the tank and replaces anuni-
tion in the tank, which was expended during the day. When
this has been accomplished, they (gunner and loader) work on
the preparation of a range card, in the absence of the tank
commnander. The driver performs after-operations maintenance
on the automotive system of the tank and supervises the re-
fueling of the tank.

The tank commander returns from his reconnaissance and informs
the crew that the enemy is believed to be nearby and that en-
gagement of enemy targets at night is probable. He further
informs the gunner that the principal threat is enemy armor
and that the crew will prepare for a possible "battlesight"
engagement using HEAT ammunition. HEAT ammunition is there-
fore loaded in the main gun and is indexed. The crew is fur-
ther instructed by the tank commander that every attempt will

~be made to maintain the secrecy of their position. If it
becomes necessary to engage the enemy at night, the following
of the tank thermal sight (TTS), which will maintain night
vision and will provide for complete surprise in the initial
engagement. This will deny the enemy any obvious source of
light by our tanks.* Second priority, the use of indirect
illumination by mortar shells from the mortar platoon. Third,
priority, infrared mode by out tank mounted searchlights;
and last priority, white light from the searchlight .The

* infrared light provides the possibility of detection by the
enemy, and the source of white light provides an excellent
target for the enemy. The crew is cautioned about the use of
visible illumination at night. When the gunner announces "ON

* THE WAY," the entire crew must close or cover their eyes be-
fore the main gun flash, in order to preserve their night
vision. When using visible illumination at night, the tank

oi commander uses only one eye to acquire targets and sense
rounds so that night vision can be retained by the other eye.
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Shortly after darka tank on the left flank of the battalion
detects and successfully engages an enemy tank utilizing the
tank thermal sight. The tank thermal sight (TTS) permits near
daylight tactical operations under conditions of limited vis-
ibility. Thermal imaging is independent of ambient light
because it senses heat emitted by a target and forms an image
on the screen. The TTS has an elbow which allows the command-
er to view the same scene as the gunner, thus enabling the com-
mander to fire the main gun independently during periods of
limited visibility.

Seventh Engagement:

Shortly after dark,the tank commander, while monitoring the
tank thermal sight, detects an enemy tank which has moved into
view to his direct front at an estimated range of 1,000 meters.
The following actions take place:

FIRE COMMAND TANK GUNNER LOADER DRIVER
ELEMENT COMMANDER

"GUNNER Lays gun Ensures Checks Prepares to
BATTLESIGHT for turret theturret sense round
TANK" direction power ring and with one

is on ensures eye after
turret is flash
not locked

"DIRECT If needed, Announces Ensures
FRONT" talks gun- "IDENTI- path of

ner into PIED" and recoil is
target makes clear.

final lay Places
of the safety
gun switch in

"FIRE"
position,
announces
"UP"

'FIRE" Cover eyes Aims at Prepares
and pre- base of to load
pares to target, next round,
sense announces braces
round after "ON THE
flash WAY"covers

eyes and
fires
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The tank coummander and crew all cover their eyes when they
hear "ON THE WAY." After hearing the bang, the tank commander
uncovers one eye in order to sense the round. He observes the

* round as it passes slightly over the top of the enemy tank.
The following actions take place:

IRE COMMAND TANK GUNNER LOADER DRIVER
ELEMENT COMMANDER __________________

OVER DROP Announces Makes Makes Covers
TWO sensing range sure eyes
HUNDRED" correction correc- safety

and pre- tion in switch
pares to the sight is on
sense, picture "FIRE"
but covers announces and
eyes first "ON THE announces

WAY", "P
covers

_________eyes _______

The tank commander, with one eye open, observes the red flash
as the enemy tank is hit. Although no other targets appear
at this time in the section of tank 23, enemy activity seems
to be picking up along the entire defensive position. Adjacent
units have begun engaging the enemy, utilizing flares for
illumination.

The gunner surveys the area with his tank thermal sight and
the tank commander monitors this through his periscope. In
addition, if sufficient ambient light is available, the tank
commuander may search the area with the image intensification
sight on his M85.50 caliber machine gun. The tank commander
notices considerable enemy activity with many dismounted
troops appearing at an estimated range of 1,200 meters in the
valley below. Inasmuch as there are many friendly flares
being fired over the valley, the tank commander decides to
engage the enemy troops to his front with the .50 caliber
machine gun, utilizing daylight firing techniques.

Eighth Engagement:

After estimating the range to the target, the tank commander
alerts the crew by announcing "CALIBER 50." He utilizes the
ballisitc reticle to ensure the first burst is in the target
area. He uses the low rate of fire, firing bursts of 10-15
rounds, using 2 - 3 tracers. He uses the "Z" pattern,opening
fire on the near edge of the target and walks the burst across
the width of the target forming the bottom of the "Z." Then
traverses the burst back across the target to the far edge.
This forms the middle bar of the "Z." He finally walks the
burst again across the far side of the target, completing the
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"Z" pattern. He adjusts for elevation, using the manual ele-
vation handle and adjusts for deflection using the TC override.
The tank commander observes the target area and announces "END

* OF MISSION" after firing about 50 rounds. While the tank
commander has been involved in acquiring and engaging an
enemy troop target with the.50 caliber machine gun, the gunner
has noticed an enemy tank in the valley below which has opened
fire on elements of the right flank. The gunner acquires the
target in his tank thermal sight and informs the tank command-
er. The tank commander identifies the target and decides to
engage it.

Ninth Engagement:

The following actions will be taken by the tank crew:

IRE COMMAND TANK GUNNER LOADER DRIVER
- ELEMENT COMMIANDER

'GUNNER Lays gun Ensures Ensures Prepares
SABOT" for appropri- turret to sense

direction ate ring is round
if required switches clear, with one

are on loads eye
gun after

flash

'TANK" Looks Ensures
through path of

" sight recoil
. .and lays is clear

. for and that
deflection safety

switch
is on
"FIRE"

'DIRECT Ranges to Announces Prepares Covers
FRONT" target "IDENTI- to load eyes

.I ED" next
. .. ._ _round

'ONE Takes Braces
EIGHT correct
HUNDRED" sight

picture
announces
"ON THE
WAY" 

_

IFIRE" Assumes Fires
position
to sense

_ round
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The tank commander observes the bright red flash as the round
strikes the enemy tank and he announces "TARGET". If the round
had missed the target, the gunner should have sensed the round
and immediately applied "burst on target" (B.O.T.).

10th Engagement

Shortly after successfully engaging the enemy tank by flare
illumination, the tank commander received a transmission over
the platoon net informing him that a friendly unit on the right
flank was under heavy attack by the enemy. The platoon has been
ordered to move to their supplementary position in order to
better defend the battalion sector of responsibility.

As tank 23 approaches the supplementary positionthe tank com-
mander observes what he believes to be enemy troops approaching
the tank from the left, through the darkness, at a range of
approximately 100 meters. He immediately issues the following
fire command "LOADER - MACHINE GUN - TROOPS - LEFT FLANK - ONE
HUNDRED - FIRE". The loader immediately mans his machine gun
and commences to fire suppressive fires into the left flank
area. He fires bursts of 10-15 rounds every 10 seconds for
approximately 60 seconds at which time the tank commander
announces "CEASE FIRE".

lth Engagement

On the following morning,shortly after daylight, the tank bat-
talion is ordered to resume the attack. Tank 23 of the second
platoon leads the platoon across the line of departure in a
wedge formation. All crew members are scanning the area to
their front in search of potential targets. At that moment.
an enemy attack helicopter pops up above the ridge line to the
front. The helicopter hovers for a few seconds and then fires
an ATGM. Fortunately the missile passes over the top of tank
23. The following actions are taken by the crew of tank 23.

FIRE COMMAND TANK
ELEMENT COMMANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"CALIBER 50" Looks through Observes Prepares Makes sharp
commander's for addi- to assist turn to
sight tional TC if right or

enemy necessary left in
aircraft order to

evade enemy
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FIRE COMN1AND TANK
ELEMENT COMMANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"CHOPPERR Aims above Keep crew
the heli- alerted to
copter if any sudden
it is still change in

hovering, direction.

"DIRECT Fires burst
FRONT" of 10-15

rounds at
high rate
of fire
until air-
craft is
destroyed.

Upon observing the destruction of the enemy helicopter, the
commander announces "END OF MISSION" and immediately alerts
other tanks in the area that an enemy helicopter with an ATGM
was in the area. Attack helicopters usually travel in teams of
2. Tank 23 continues forward and over the next ridge line onto
an open field. At this point, the tank commander observes what
appears to be about ten dismounted enemy troops to his right
front at an estimated range of 1,500 meters. He is about to en"--
gage the enemy-with his .50 caliber machine gun when he noti-
ces what appears to be an enemy tank in hull defilade to the
left front at an estimated range of 1,900 meters. The tank corn-
mander has decided to engage both targets but recognizes thbat
the enemy tank is the greater threat and must be engaged first
from the short halt. The commander orders the driver to halt.
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Twelfth and Thirteenth Engagement:

FIRE COMMAND TANK
ELEMENT COMMANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"GUNNER Lays gun for Ensure Checks Selects
SABOT" direction appro- to in- defilade

priate sure firing
switches turret position.
are on. ring is

clear.
Loads
ADPS.

"TANK" Indexes Ensures Stops tank
ammuni- path of smoothly
tion in- recoil is upon command.
to corn- clear,
puter places
and safety
selects switch
firin~g an "FIRE"
switch. and an-

nounces
.1up11

*LEFT If needed Traverses Prepares Locks brakes,
FRONT" talks turret in to load braces, and

gunner in- search of next prepares to
to target target round sense the
area and and if round.
ranges announces required
on target "IDENTI-

FIED"

"ONE NINE Makes Braces
HUNDRED" final

lay of
gun for
deflec-
tion
and
announced
range

*FIRE AND Prepares to Fires,
ADJUST" engage senses,

enemy troops and corn-
with Cal 50 pletes

engage-
men t
without
assistance
from the TC
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FIRE
COMMAND TANK
ELEMENT COMMANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"CALIBER Looks through Announces
50" commander's "TARGET-

sight.. CEASE FIRE"
(indicating
main gun
engagement
is ended)

"TROOPS Estimate range Prepares to
ONE FIVE and uses assist TC
HUNDRED" ballistic ret- if necessary

icle, fires at
low rate bursts
of 10-15 rounds
using manual
elevation han-
dle and TC over-
ride as gunner
is finished w.ith
main gun engage-
men t

"END OF Ceases fire.
MISSION"

The driver is ordered to "MOVE OUT" and tank 23 continues
the attack. The tank commander realizes that additional enemy
tanks may be in the area and he therefore instructs his crew
to be prepared for a possible HEAT battlesight engagement. HEAT
ammunition is therefore loaded and indexed.

Fourteenth Engagement:

As the tank moves over the crest of the next hillthere is a
loud crack and an explosion causes dirt to be blown up about
twenty-five yards in front of the tank. The loader points to
what appears to be an enemy tank to the right front at an
estimated range of about 800 meters. The tank commander be-
lieves that that was the tank that just fired on him and missed.
The crew reacts immediately as follows:
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FIRE
COMMAND TANK
ELEMENT COMANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"GUNNER Lays gun for Ensures Checks the Continues to
BATTLE- direction turret turret ring move forward
SIGHT" power and ensures attempts to

is on it is clear orient hull

"TANK" Looks Ensures path Prepares to
through of recoil is sense round
periscope clear and
and turns that safety
to final switch is
target on "FIRE"

"RIGHT If needed Traverses Announces
FRONT" talks gunner turret in "UP" and

into target search of is prepared
area target and to load

announces another
"IDENTIFIED" round

"FIRE" Assumes posi- Aims at Braces
tion to sense base of
round to be target
fired announces

"ON THE
WAY"

The tank commander observes the red flash as the round strikes
the enemy tank and he announces "CEASE FIRE" and tank 23 con-
tinues in the attack.
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Fifteenth Engagement:

Tank 23 moves forward as the lead tank in the platoon wedge
* formation. The tank cr nander notices a large knoll of ground

which is heavily wooded. He realizes that the other tank sec-
tion on his left will bypass this high ground thus exposing
his left flank. He decides therefore to take this area under
fire with suppressive fires as a suspected troop target. The
crew reacts as follows:

FIRE -_ _ _ _

COMMAND I TANK

ELEMENT COMMANDER GU'NNER LOADER DRIVER

"GUNNER Lays gun for Ensures Checks the Continues to
COAX" direction appropriate COAX gun move forward

switches visually attempts to
are still to ensure orient hull
on safety is toward the

position

"TROOPS" If needed Ensures Prepares Continues
talks gun- that ammnu- to observe tank move-
ner into nition is functioning ment ata
target indexed of COAX in smooth rate.
area and checks the event

firing of stoppage.
switch

"LEFT Estimates Traverses Anounces
FLANK" range turret in "1UP"0

search of
target and
announces
"IDENTIFIED"

"FIVE Lays gun for
HUNDRED" range and

deflection.
Takes correct
sight picture
with infinity
sight and
announces "0N
THE WAY"

WFIRE"I Prepares to Fires burst of
observe 10.-15 rounds
strike of every 10 sec-
rounds. onds for

approximately
one minute

"CEASE
FIRE"
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Sixteenth Engagement:

It is now about dusk and darkness is closing in. A transmis-
sion has been received notifying the platoon the attack is
going very well. Since the enemy appears to be somewhat dis-
organizedit has been decided to continue the attack. After a
brief halt for refueling and replenishment of expended ammuni-
tion the battalion continues in the attack. Tank thermal
sights (TTS) and other night vision devices have been instal-
led. The tank commander of tank 23 recognizes that some en-
emy tanks are still capable of providing a threat. He has in-
structed his crew to be prepared for a battlesight engagement
utilizing HEAT ammunition. The main gun is loaded and the
ammunition is indexed. As the tank moves over the crest of a
ridge,the tank commander and gunner are searching the area to
their front with thermal imaging sights. The tank commander
observes what appears to be an enemy tank to his left front
at an estimated range of 800 meters. The following actions
are taken by tank 23.

FIRE
C O.Mh N D TANK
ELEMENT COTMANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"GUNNER Lays gun for Ensures turret Checks the Continues
.BATTLE- direction power is on turret ring to move
SIGHT" and ensures forward

it is clear and attempts
to orient
hull

"TANK" Looks through Ensures path Prepares to
tank thermal of recoil is sense round
sight and clear and
tries to find that safety
target switch is

on "FIRE"

"LEFT If needed Traverses Announces Continues to
FRONT" talks gun- turret in "UP" is drive forward

ner into search of prepared and is pre-
target target and to load pared to
area announces another momentarily

"IDENTIFIED" round and cover his
braces. eyes.

*FIRE" Assumes Aims at base Momentarily
position of target covers eyes.
to sense and
round after announces
momentarily "ON THE WAY"
covering
his eyes.
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The tank commander observes the round strike the tank and he
and he announces "CEASE FIRE".

Seventeenth Engagement:

As tank 23 continues to advance, the gunner observes an enemy
truck on the right flank which appears to be carrying troops.
He points out this potential target to the tank commander.
The tank commander reacts as follows:

FIR
6OMMAD TANK
ELEMENT COMMANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"GUNNER Lays gun for Looks through Checks the Continues to
COAXI" direction thermal sight COAX gun move forward

using comn- of the gunners visually attempts to
mander's periscope and ensure orient hull
tank thermal safety toward the
sight switch target

is on
"FIRE"

"MOVING If needed Ensure amm7uni- Prepares to Conti-ues
TRUCK" talks gunner tion is in- observe func- tank r.ove-

into target dexed and tioning of ment at a
area checks COAX in smooth

firing event of rate.
switch stoppage

and
announces
#up"1

"RIGHT Estimates Lays gun for
FLANK" range range and

deflection.
Takes 5 mil
lead.

"SEVEN With infinity
HUNDRED" sight and

announces "ON
THE WAY"

"FIRE" Prepare to Fire, observes
observe strike and
strike of makes necessary
round adjustment

*CEASE
FIRE"
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As the tank continues on the gunner and tank commander scan the
area to their front. The countryside is quite flat and has
little vegetation. The tank commander believes that any tar-
gets in this area will be taken under fire at mid-ranges or
greater. He therefore directs the gunner and loader to pre-
pare for a battlesight engagement with ADPS ammunition. Thej ammunition is loaded and indexed as directed.

Eighteenth Engagement:

The tank commander, through his tank thermal sight,has observed
two enemy tanks. One tank to the direct front is moving
directly toward the attack at an estimated range of 1,300 me-
ters, the other enemy tank is moving from left to right at a
greater range of approximately 1,500 meters. The tank crew
reacts as follows:

FIRE.
COMMAND TANKELEMENT COM.MANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"GUNNER Lays gun for Ensures appro- Checks to see Continue to
BATTLE- direction priate switches that the move forward
SIGHT" are on and turret ring attempts to

looks through is clear orient hull
thermal sight

"LEFT If needed Traverses Ensure record Prepares to
TANK" talks gunner turret and is clear and temporarily

into target announces safety switch cover eyes.
"IDENTIFIED" is on "FIRE"

Announces
"UP"

"FIRE" Covers one Aims at base Prepares to
eye and of target load next
prepares announces round, and
to sense "ON THE WAY" braces
round and fires

"TARGET If needed Traverses Loads
MOVING talks turret and second
TANK gunner into announces round
RIGHT target area "IDENTIFIED" announces
FRONT" "UP"

"FIRE" Covers one Aims at second Prepares
eye and target, to load
prepares announces "ON next round
to sense THE WAY" fires, and braces.
round applies "Burst

on Target" if
required.
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Nineteenth Engagement:

As tank 23 starts up a long hill, about 20 dismounted enemyI troops are observed skyline on the ridge to the left front.
The tank commander takes the following action:

COMMAND TANK .
ELEMENT COMMANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"GUN4NER Lays gun for Ensures appro- Checks COAX Continues to
jCOAX" direction priate switches machine gun move forward,

are still on visually to attempts to
ensure safety orient hull
is in "FIRE" toward the

_________ ____________position target

"TROOPS" If needed Ensures that Prepares to Continues
talks gunner ammnunition is observe func- tank move-
into target indexed and tioni ng of ment at a
area checks firing COAX in the smooth

switch event of a rate
stoppage and
announces "UP'

"LEFT Estimates Lays gun using
FRONT" range thermal sight

and announces
"IDENTIFIED"

"SIX Takes correct

HUNDRED* sight picture
with infinity
sight and
announces "ON
THE WAY"

"FIRE" Prepares to Fires "Z"
observe pattern on
strike of the area
rounds target of

the enemy

*CEASE
FIRE*
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III

U Twentieth Engagement:

The attack continues and as the tanks move across the open
groundthe area to the immediate front is being illuminated by
the employment of illuminating shells fired by the mortar
platoon of the tank battalion. As long as the target area is
illuminated by this method, enemy targets can be engaged util-
izing daylight firing techniques. Through this illumination,
the tank commander observes what appears to be an enemy anti-
tank gun at an estimated range of 1,500 meters. He has decided
to engage this type of target with HEP ammunition. Since the
range is greater than 1200 meters, the drift of HEP ammunition
will not permit the gunner to use his periscope. He must
therefore use the secondary sight which is the telescope with
its ballistic reticle for HEP ammunition. The tank crew will
conduct a precision engagement from the halt. The ccmmander
orders the driver to halt. The crew takes the following
actions.

FIRE
COMMAND TANK
ELEMENT COM.MANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"GUNNER Lays gun for Ensures appro- Loads HEP Selects
HEP" direction priate switches round checks defilade

are on. Moves to ensure firing
over to the turret ring position.
telescope and is clear
moves selector
lever to the
HEP reticle

"ANTI- If needed Indexes HEP Ensures path Stops tank
TANK" talks gunner ammunition of recoil is smoothly

into target into the clear and
area computer and safety switch

selects firing is in "FIRE"
switch position

"DIRECT Ranges to Traverses Announces Locks brakes
FRONT" target turret and "UP", pre- braces and

announces pares to prepares to
"IDENTIFIED" load next sense the

round round

"ONE Assumes posi- Takes correct Braces
FIVE tion to sense sight picture
HUNDRED" round announces

"ON THE WAY"

OFIRE" Fires
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ITh e tank commander observes the round passing over the top of
the anti-tank gun and striking the ground on the hillside3 beyond. The crew reacts as follows:

FI RE
COMMAND TANK

ELEMENT COMMANDER GUNNER LOADER DRIVER

"OVER Announces Makes range Loads HEP Prepares to
DROP sensing correction in round, en- sense sub-ITWO correction sight picture sures safety sequent
HUNDRED" and pre- announces switch is on round or

pares to "ON THE WAY" "FIRE" posi- move out
sense and fires tion and
subsequent announces
round "UP"

1 "TARGET
CEASE
FIRE"
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3 5.3 Overall Mission Training Requirements

The M60A3 crew is responsible, as a whole, for six functions
in the tactical employment of the tank. Each function involves
individual tasks and procedures, but none is perfomed on an
individual basis. The efficiency of the entire crew dependsI on the quality of crew coordination taking place as each func-
tion is performed.

5.3.1 Terrain Appreciation. Every mission requires that theI crew thoroughly analyze the terrain over which the mission will
take place. Each crewman is involved in this analysis as he
performs his part of the crew' s job. Normally, the tank com-I mander is responsible for analyzing the terrain for its tacti-
cal implications, but each member of the crew interacts with
the terrain in one way or another, and he must also become

familiar with its effects on his performance.
Terrain appreciation requires practice and experience in moving
about the terrain, and in observing other elements as the ter-
rain is used to the best advantage. Good training in terrain
appreciation is available in motion pictures and in terrain
study, both in the real world and through the use of terrain
boards and sand tables. Very little training is available for
integration of crew terrain appreciation skills in a context of
real-world missions and engagements. Crews have little or no
opportunity to make predications which are confirmed or re-
jected in dynamic settings where the consequences of each crew
response directly influence the outcome of the crew's tactical
performance. Good training is available in the basic skills,
but not in the timely application and refinement of those
skills.

5.3.2 Route Selection. The tank commander and the driver
select the route to be taken by the tank as it moves toward
its objective. As available maps, charts and photographs,
intelligence and combat reports, and direct viewing of the
terrain from the tank or from a helicopter or other vehicle
are all employed, in selecting the route providing the best
speed, coordination with adjacent elements, cover, concealment
and access to the objective and to threats expected along the
way. The degree of tank commander involvement in route selec-
tion is to some extent proportional to the training and exper-
ience level of the driver. In most cases, the tank commander's
perception of the tactical situation is more complete than that
of the driver, particularly as it involves information about

j ~* the deployment and roles of adjacent and supporting elements,
and the deployment of threats within the battle area. As the
tank enters its mission phase, the responsibility for route
selection shifts to the driver, who attempts to emphasize speed,
coordination with other elements, maneuverability, security and
the visibility of the battlefield from the turret. The tank
commuander still provides guidance, but the kind and amount of
guidance depends on the situation, the driver's experience and
skill, and the tank commander's workload. The loader and the
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U gunner also participate in the selection of the route. The
gunner has magnified optics available to help him to evaluate
obstacles and possible threat areas, while the loader, when
traveling head-up, has a panoramic view similar to that of the
commnander.

I Each member of the crew involved in route selection evaluates
avalaleroutes in terms of their probable effects on the

mobility of the tank and on its vulnerability to observation
and engagement. Obstacles, possible fields of fire, terrainII surfaces, and sources of cover and concealment are studied in
detail by each member of the crew, from his own unique varktage
point, to determine the best way to move in a usually, rapidly

changing situation.
Training in route selection is limited by the availability of
terrain, partly because of the effects of tank travel on tacti-
cal driving areas, and partly by the types of terrain the tank
can negotiate. Each member of the crew must be aware of how
the tank will react to various obstacles, surfaces, and slopes.I The driver in particular, must also be able to visualize the
appearance of the tank from the areas of potential threat
through which it must move. This is also difficult for himI to learn, again due to the limited availability of useful
training areas.

15.3.3 Route Negotiation. The crew negotiates the terrain by
continuously evaluatingthe response and the exposure of the
tank as it moves about. Since ideal routes are rarely available,
the crew is usually forced to select the best of a number of
choices (none of which may be desirable) while maximizing
speed, agility, cover, concealment, or firing position - de-

I pending on which are the most important at a given time.
Although the M60A3 can safely negotiate a variety of terrain
surfaces and obstacles, each surface has its effect on speed,I maneuverability, and on the life of the tank itself. Drivers
must have experience driving over as many types of terrain as
possible to determine those which it can negotiate and those
which it cannot. In actual field training, it is difficult
for the driver to be exposed to a variety of surfaces. It is
also not feasible for him to practice on marginal terrain for
reasons of safety, impact on the terrain, and because of the1 extreme forces which would be placed on the track, suspension
system, and on other parts of the tank. As a result, even
drivers assigned to tactical units do not have adequate oppor-3, tunities for developing the "feel" required for safe and
effective tactical driving. Tactical driving requires that the
driver be able to predict, without trial and error, the
effects of a surface or an obstacle on his tank so that he can
exercise the right kind of control in negotiating all of the
types of terrain and surface conditions he would encounter in
actual combat. Needless to say, the combat tank driver who
must feel his way along a route, or who picks the obviously
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more negotiable route will expose his tank to f ire more often
and for longer periods of time than the driver who knows from

Z experience how his tank will react to each kind of surface and
condition.

5.3.4 Target Acquisition. Target detection, recognition and
acquisitiron are, like terrain appreciation, highly complex
skills which require a great deal of field training, in real
terrain, in real visibility and weather conditions, with tar-
gets approximating those the crew will observe on the armor
battlefield. Skill in target acquisition increases the range
at which tanks can be detected, evaluated, evaded or engaged
and thus tends to minimize the vulnerability of the tank and
to determine its ultimate effectiveness. Target acquisition
requires that once something of interest is detected, it be
recognized and evaluated. Frequently, the tactical situation
is so well known that anything detected can be considered
hostile, and it may be assumed to be one of a very few types.
In other cases, of course, the crew must be able to discrimin-
ate between hostile and friendly elements and among various
types of threat. The M60A3 has three types of weapons, with
several types of ammunition. Threatening elements, defined
as targets,.must be engaged with the weapons and the ammunition
appropriate to the threat type, range, and tactical situation
at the time. Use of the wrong ammunition could alert the
threat and bring return fire on the tank before the tank is
able to neutralize it. In addition, targets must be discrim-
inated so that a priority for engagements or evasion may be
assigned. When the crew is faced with more than one threat,
the most lethal should usually be engaged first. Even when
only one target is detected, the crew must decide whether to
engage it or not. If the threat has not detected the tank, it
may be best to track it until the range is reduced, the threat
moves out of the area, or until the threat's supporting ele-

A ments are detected.

Target discrimination is based partly on the shape of its
visual image, but frequently it must be based on a combination
of the image and signs of activity. In some cases, even in
daylight, the IR image of a concealed or partly-concealed threat
in the thermal sight can be used to identify the threat. Weapon
effects can also provide useful information about what the
threat is, and its significance to the tank.

Finally, once a target has been detected, recognized, and
assigned a priority, if it is to be engaged, it must be
acquired in the weapon sighting system. When the gunner fires
the main gun or the coaxial machine gun, he must acquire the
target in his periscope, unity power window, or in the gun-
ner's periscope. Since each of these has a very narrow field
of view, the tank commander identifies the target type, its
approximate range and, when necessary, some pertinent feature
near it. The gunner searches in his sights while the tank
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commander slew. in the vicinity of the target. When it enters
his field of view, he identifies it and lays the appropriate
reticle or reticle element on the tank in preparation for fir-

ing.

Current training in target detection and acquisition presents
information to the tank crews about the images and signs of
threat, United States and NATO vehicles and equipment. motion
pictures, silhouettes and in some cases, real threat vehicles
operating within threat tactical doctrine are used for training
crews in detection and recognition. Opportunities for detect-
ing, providingvand engaging targets under fire conditions are
rate, although REALTRAIN exercises have been extremely effec-
tive. The varieties and amount of terrain needed for real-
world training are prohibitive, but systematic training has
been successful in training crews to recgonize and discrimin-
ate most of the targets they would encounter in combat.

5.3.5 Target Engagement,.

When a target has been acquired and recognized, the tank comn-
maner, or any other crewmeniber who recognizes it first, alerts
the crew to its type and location. When two or more targets
are detected, the tank commander decides which to engage
first.by evaluating the potential of each target as an imme-
diate threat and also by evaluating the means available to
the tank for the engagement of targets. The most lethal tar-
get is attacked first; if it is a tank or other land target,
it is engaged with the main gun, by the gunner; the tank
commander may choose to engage from his own position, de-
pending on the circumstances, leaving the gunner to fire
suppressive fire with the coaxial machine gun, or to search
the immediate area for other threats.

in some cases, where more than one target is presented, the
tank commander may engage one target with the .50 caliber
while the gunner employs another with the main gun or the
coaxial. During all engagements, the entire crew attempts
to observe the effects of firing so that the engagements may
be continued or terminated as appropriate. The loader, of
course, has little contact with the target and during main
gun or coaxial engagements, also does a minimum of sensing.

During all engagements, the driver places the tank in the
most advantageous position for the circumstances at hand.
Theoretically, he waits for a command from the tank commander,
but depending on the urgency of the situation and on the
amount of information available to him, he may choose on his
own, or hide the tank, hide the hull and expose the turret,
stop in a firing position, accelerate or slow down. The gun-
nor may also choose to act on his own; he may alert the crew
and engage an especially lethal target simultaneously. The
primary function of the crew is to engage quickly and accur-
ately, and to survive on the battlefield. Crew and crew
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I interaction training is directed at these objectives. Current
training in crew interaction is unable to provide practice in
tactical crew interaction because of limitations in terrain
and interactive targets, although REALTRAIN exercises have
been extremely effective in alleviating this problem, within

severe terrain constraints.

5.3.6 Tactical Decision Makin%. Each member of the crew par-
ticipates in the process of deciding what to do next. Decision-
making and tactics are primary responsibilities of the tank
commander, but the driver and to a lesser extent, the loader
and the gunner contribute to the decision-making process.
Tactical information comes to the crew in at least three dif-
ferent ways. Each mission is preceded , in one way or another,
by a briefing with maps, photos and intelligence information
about the mission, the threat, the terrain and the friendly
support elements. Usually, the commnander attends the briefing
and subsequently provides the crew with as much information as
they can use. Tactical information is also provided through
radio commuunications, primarily during the mission. Security
limits the amount of information furnished over the radio, but
a great deal of information is provided in this way. Also, as
the mission progresses, everything of interest observed by
a crew member is shared with the entire crew, so that each
event fits into each crew member's perception of the situation,
improving his ability to respond quickly and realistically.

5.4 Crew Training Requirements

The crew of the M60A3 receives effectine training in the oper-
ation and maintenance of the tank and its systems. Training
at both the Armor Center an at field units to which the crews
are assigned following AIT (now BAT) training, is given in
standardized, well-controlled settings. Safety, cost, and f a-
cilities considerations limit the amount of interactive train-
ing and also limit interactive training in tactical settings.
The effect of tactical interaction on crew skills is profound,
both in terms of the stresses that accompany armored combat
and in the ability of the crew to respond to similar, but
essentially different task conditions.

M460A3 crews interact largely on the basis of visual information
about the terrain, the threat and the performance of the tank
and its systems. The terrain and the threat produce a great
deal of information, all of which requires skilled analysis on
the part of the crew. The terrain includes the features which
can conceal or protect the tank fran observation and fire, ob-
stacles to be negotiated and that may degrade the movement of
the tank and also the threat.

The threat can take any of a large number of forms, -and it can
appear or otherwise reveal itself in combinations, each of
which has specific meaning for the crew. Both the terrain and
the threat have important implications for the training of each
member of the crew, and for the training of the crew in working
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I as an integrated, articulated team.

5.4.1 Tank Commander. The tank comm11ander guides the movement
of the tank, detects targetspand organizes the response of the
entire crew to the situations arising out of the tank's mission
in engaging and destroying threats. The tank commander also
maintains visual and radio contact with other friendly elements
supporting his tank's mission, and with elements being supported
by his unit. in effect, the tank commander is responsible, and
is the operator of a complex, highly versatile weapon system,
assisted by a crew of specialists who operate the fire control,4
weapon and automotive systems. The tank commrander is chosen for
his job on the Oasis of training, experience, and leader-
ship ability. Usually the tank commander has at one time
or another served--in each .of the other three crew positions;
at the very least, he is qualified to perform the driver's,
gunner's, and loader's tasks.

The tank commander is not only a weapon system commander, but
is also a tactician: he operates the tank, but equally import-
ant, he employs the tank in specific tactical settings, re-
sponding to the demands of each situation for maximum mission
effect and maximum security. In addition, of course, the tank
commander is the crew's instructor. one of his primary re-
sponsibilities is to meet the training schedule prescribed for
1460A3 crews, and to expose the crew to situations and exercises
designed to develop and maintain their proficiency for tank
combat. Although tank commanders, typically, have had one or
more tours of duty in combat-ready tank units, they, like the
crews they supervise, have little or not experience in the
kinds of tactical exercises in which tanks are expected to be
employed in the future. Tables VIII and IX, and a variety of
field exercises have been and are being used to good effect,
in developing individual and crew tactical skills. Current
training exercises are constrained by terrain, fuel,anununition,
facilities and personnel limitations, and are necessarily styl-
ized and artificial. As a result, they neglect many training
objectives relating to combat crew skill.

The tank commander is responsible for the tactical employment
of the tank in combat, within its assigned mission and its
support setting. The tank commander performs many functions
in fulfilling this responsibility, each of which involves aI
number of decisions and actions which influence the entire crew
and the tank's mission.

5.4.1.1 Analyze Terrain. Effective analysis oi the terrain
requires that the tank commlander understand the principles of
employment governing his own operations and those governing
the threat anticipated in the battle area. He must also under-
stand the characteristics of his tank, and of the threat, as

areas in which the threat might and might not appear, and those
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I in which he may or may not be able to move. In addition, he
must know the effects of the terrain on his ability to move.
slow it. He must also be able to anticipate terrain areas

which would logically be mined or sighted in by friendly or
hostile fire support.

Much of the training required by the tank commuander in terrain
analysis and appreciation can be provided in classroom settings,3 but the ability to react realistically and quickly to terrain

* characteristics on the battlefields, requires experience in
maneuvering the tank on the battlefield, in a hostile environ->1 ment.
5.4.1.2 Control of the Tank in Formation. The M60A3 always
operates with other tanks. The tank as a unit 04 A ora

K I tion has at least one tank at each side, and even the tank
operating on the flank of the formation has at least one
friendly tank in its field of view. In a bounding overwatch,
each tank sees the maneuvering tank to its front at least part
of the time. Since tanks provide mutual support for each
other, it is essential that the commander of each tank maintain
the proper position with respect to other tanks in the force

at all times.

Control of relative position between two tanks is a difficultI task in a tactical situation. The commander controls the tank
through commands and guidance to the driver, but his direction
to the driver must be consistent not only with the position

I of other freiendly elements, but with the overall objective of
the mission and with requirements for security as well. The
tank commander must select a route which can support and con-
ceal his own tank, which is not too far from the route avail-I able to the adjacent element,and which contains firing positions
which are capable of interlacing with those available to the
adjacent tank. He must also choose a route which leaves roomI for both elements to maneuver if and when threats are encount-
ered. Again, opportunities for learning to control the tank
in a tactical position are almost nonexistent; those opportun-
ities which are available are highly stylized, and rarely
involves significant interactions with the terrain, with the
threat, and among supporting elements.

1 5.4.1.3 Weapon System Operation. The tank commuzander's sight-
ing, ranging and fire control equipment gives him control over
all of the weapon system in the tank, with the exception ofI the loader's machine gun. His position in the turret also
gives him the best visual contact with the battlefield environ-
ment and with the enemy elements making up the threat. Ordin-I arily, the tank commnander directs the gunner to engage targets,
using the main and coax gun, but in some situationslthe tank
commander may use one of the weapons to supplement that
(weapon) being used by the gunner or to reduce the time re-
quired to fire the first round or burst of machine gun fire.
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I When the gunner has a close-range main gun target, and when
troops or lightly-armored vehicles in the same area pose a
threat, the tank commander may fire the coaxial machine gun to
suppress activity by the troops or by the supporting vehicles,
especially when they may be launching ATGM's.

The tank commander also has his own .50 caliber machine gun in
the cupola and he can use this to attack lightly-armored vehi-
cles and troops. Tank commanders are almost always experienced
gunners who have qualified on each of the tank's weapons. Like

* the rest of the crew, they need better training in the employ-
ment of these weapons in complex tactical situations.

5.4.1.4 Machine Gun Employment. The coax gun and the .50
caliber are intended primarily to attack and destroy area tar-
gets, lightly armored vehicles, troopstand low-flying aircraft.
They have additional capabilities with which the tank commander
must be competent. Both guns can be used in estimating range
to targets, since the tracers in each weapon burn out at spec-
ific ranges. Also, the trajectories of 7.62 mim, HEP and HEAT
ammunition are significantly similar so that the strike of coax
rounds can be used as a fairly accurate indication of where
these two main gun rounds will strike.

The machine guns can also be used for'suppressive fire. The
coax is sometimes fired by the gunner,while the tank commander
uses the range finder, to keep the threat, or threats in the
target area from accurate fire. Both the coax and the caliber
.50 are also used to suppress and disrupt missile firing.
Troops or vehicles firing guided missiles can be engaged with
these weapons to disrupt tracking during missile flights.

Machine gun fire can sometimes provide information about the
presence of hidden threats and potential targets. When the
tank's position is likely to be known to the threat, the tank
commander can use the coax, or the caliber .50 at longer ranges,
to determine whether there are hard targets in an area, or
whether threats of any kind are concealed. He, or the gunner
fires into the area looking for explosions of ammunition or
fuel, for fire coming from the area,and for ricochets as rounds
strike hard surfaces. Although rounds may ricochet from rocks
as well as from tanks and trucks, they can provide valuable
information, where the terrain characteristics are reasonably
well-known.

The coaxial machine gun and the .50 caliber are highly effec-
tive weapons whose operation requires relatively elementary
training. Utilization of these weapons to their most tactical
effect, however, requires extensive training in deciding on
when, where,and how to use them to support the objectives of
the mission.

5.4.1.5 Response To Threats. The entire crew must be alert
to sense, evaluate, report and respond to events in the tacti-
cal environment, which support or reflect threat activity.
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The tank commander's position in the turret, and his area of
responsibility requires him especially, to be prepared to re-
spond rapidly and effectively. Weapon flashes, tracers, smoke,I flash, dust, glint and movement can all have great signifi-
cance for the effectiveness and survival of the tank, and re-
quire not only that the commander see them, but that he also
be able to perceive and respond to them within a tactical con-
text. The ability to respond to events in a tactical context
requires training in complex environments in which the context
determines the meaning of individual events. Very few oppor-
tunities are available to tank commanders to experience and
deal with complex tactical situations, because of limits in
the availability of "tactical" terrain and threats, but the
skill is crucial to success in tank combat.

Occasionally crews must react rationally to weapon strikes on
the tank. Small arms, machine gun and anti-personnel artillery
fire can be frightening and disruptive, but have relatively
few implications for tank survival, provided the crew closes
the hatches. Small arms and machine gun fire can be the prel-
ude to the firing of more lethal weapons, delaying main gun
fire or causing the crew to lose visibility by buttoning up.
Small arms and machine gun strikes near or on the tank must
result in careful defense, serious surveillance and return
fire to disrupt more effective follow-up fire on the part of
the threat.

Near misses by small arms are often heard by the commander and
the loader, when they are exposed above the turret, and since
small arms and machine gun rounds travel at supersonic veloc-
ities they are accompanied by audible shock waves. If the
engine is not running, the commander or the loader may be able
to range on the source of fire by estimating the time between
the shock wave of the projectile and the report of the weapon
firing it.

Near misses by anti-tank artillery can also be sensed because
of the rushing sound produced by the shock waves. These re-
quire immnediate action, either in returning fire or moving
the tank to a less vulnerable position.

Impacts of anti-tank rounds on the tank can destroy it or
damage it and may leave it incapable of continuing its mission
unless the crew can respond in a disciplined manner to the
direction of the tank commander, or of the gunner, if the tank
commander becomes a casualty. The shock, noise and vibration
of non-lethal hits can totally disrupt the crew's ability to
perform, if the crew is not practiced in operating in the
presence of adverse conditions. Such practice is not currently
possible, but could enhance the ability of the M60A3 to oper-
ate in other more demoralizing circumstances.

Table 5-2 summarizes the tank commander's mission tasks and
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Ithe associated training objectives. The table also rates the
criticality of the tasks and indicates the visual, motion,and
aural cues necessary to support training.

5.4.2 Gunner. The main gun and the coaxial machine gun are
fired by the gunner at the direction of the tank commander.
The gunner acquires targets in his sights and applies the
correct procedure for entering range, anuunition,and lead val-
ues into the computer to maximize chances of first-round hits
on targets. When the first round or burst is not enough to
destroy the target, the gunner re-lays the gun, using correc-
tive information obtained in the previous firing to bring

accurate fire on the target.
The gunner also maintains surveillance of the area forward of
the turret, to the extent possible, using his unity-powerI window, his periscope, thermal sightfand telescope. Each in-
strument has a narrow field of view, limiting the ability of
the gunner to search large areas rapidly. The magnification

3 provided in the optical system makes it possible for the gunner
I to examine distant areas in some detail, however. Frequently,

in tank movement, the gunner traverses the turret and elevates
* the main gun to permit him to search, while the commander andf 3 loader search their own areas of responsibility.

IThe gunner can learn many of his procedures and responsibili-
ties in relatively simple settings, but some must be integrated
within the responsibilities of the rest of the crew to assure
proper and effective timing of gunner procedures. The driver
and the tank commander, in particular, can make decisions
strongly affecting the gunner, to which he must learn to respond.I The gunner does not need to make many decisions, but he must be
able to perform his tasks quickly and accurately, to assure
maximum effectiveness of the tank, and to minimize its vulner-
ability. The gunner can learn many of his skills in less com-
plex settings than a full crew interaction setting, but the
complex interactions among the gunner and the other three crew
members require that the gunner practice extensively in a total

crwsetting. Practice is needed in fitting gunner tasks to
crew and mission requirements, within stringent time constraints,
and in a difficult operating environment. Specifically, the
gunner needs to be trained within a total crew context in four1 general task areas.

5.4.2.1 Surveillance. It is difficult for the gunner to main-
tain adequate surveillance of the area from his position,I especially when the tank is moving. His magnified sighting
systems, however, give him a good view of distant areas,
especially when the stabilization system is on. Thus,he can

I effectively supplement the surveillance performed by the loader
5 and the commuander, reporting events appearing at ranges to

3,000 meters and beyond. When the sights are unstabilized,
the gunner has diffculty in evaluating the available visualI scene, but can still sense and report events of significance
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I to the tank and its mission, if he is free to traverse the
turret and elevate and depress the sights.

I The gunner's surveillance task is difficult/largely because of
the narrow field of view available to him, and because of the
problem of seeing with the sights moving with respect to theI scene (unstabilized) and, with the eyepieces moving with re-
spect to his head. Little real-world practice is available in
developing this skill, but it is crucial to the success of
the tank in its assigned missions. The gunner must be able to
see and interpret cues to target activity so that he can alert
the crew, and engage threats before they can engage the tank.

1 5.4.2.2 Target Acquisition. Usually the tank commander de-
tects targets to be engaged, issuing a command to bring fire on
the target. As he initiates the fire command, he slews the
turret to place the target within the gunner's field of view
so that the gunner can acquire sight on, and fire at the target.
As the tank commander slews the turret,he describes the target
and if it is not obvious, describes its position with respect
to some landmark in the vicinity. Part of the gunner's train-
ing is in learning to recognize the way the commander describes
the target so that he can acquire and engage it with minimumI delay.

In some cases, the gunner acquires a target on his own initi-
ative, laying his sights on it while alerting the tank command-
er who acquires it from the gunner's initial alert. The gunner,
like the commander, must learn to recognize and interpret min-
imal cues to threat activity so that targets can be acquired
and engaged at maximum range. In either case, the level of
coordination required between the gunner and the tank commander,
with the number of engagement modes available to them, requires
extesnive practice, very little of which is available in real-
world training settings.

5.4.2.3 Weapon System Operation. The gunner fires the main
gun and the coaxial machine gun. He can fire five different
kinds of rounds in the main gun and he can fire from a battle-I sight setting or with precise range entered into the ballistic
computer. Each round has its own characteristics relevant to
computer setting and the sensing and adjustment of rounds
fired. The basic armor training course will provide good
training for gunners in main gun firing, but will not provide
the gunner with adequate opportunities to practice main gun
operation in most of the engagement situations (see Table 5-3)1 he might reasonably expect to encounter in tank combat.* The
gunner can fire the main gun from his periscope, thermal sight
or from his telescope. He can fire on the move, maintainingI his eye in the exit pupil of the sight eyepiece by resting his
helmet on the browpiece, and he can fire at moving and station-
ary targets. When he fires at a moving target in the unstabil-j ized move, he must apply lead by manually or electrically
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traversing the turret, tracking the target with the proper
lead-line. When firing in the stabilized mode, he need only
make initial tracking control inputs. He may need to modify
these initial inputs if target apparent velocity changes, but
the computer does most of the tracking task.

Telescope firing is somewhat of a problem, since the gunner
must enter range data by elevating the telescope to intersect
the target with the proper range line. In addition, he mayI also have to track the target with a lead line in the telescope
reticle.

The gunner also fires the coaxial machine gun on command. HeI fires the coax at area targets and at lightly-armored targets
at relatively close range. His use of the coax is especially
important because he may use it to fire suppressive fire whileI the commander fires the main gun, keeping the target, or other
threats in the target area from returning fire during the
sighting and firing process. He may also fire the coax to
determine if hard targets are concealed in vegetation or behind
thin-walled buildings, by watching for ricochets or secondary
explosions. Frequently, the gunner will employ the coax against
troops, to keep them from launching weapons against the tank,
or to support friendly infantry elements. 4

5.4.2.4 Range Card Firing. The gunner works with the tank
commander in developing range cards to be used for laying pre-
planned fire on suspected target areas, primarily during per-
iods of limited visibility. The gunner prepares a range card
by writing the range, azimuth and elevation to specific target
areas on a sketch or grid representing the tank's areas of
responsibility. Azimuth and elevation are recorded in refer-
ence to a nearby aiming point. When fire is called for in the
area, the gunner indexes the ammunition to be fired in the
ballistic computer, and elevates and traverses the gun to
the appropriate elevation and azimuth reading. A fixed pro-
cedure is followed to assure coverage of the target area with-
out visual contact, but both the commander and the gunner
attempt to sense the effects of rounds fired, using the flash
generated by the impact and/or explosion of rounds in the tar-
get area. In some cases~flares or searchlights are used to
illuminate the target area before or during the engagement, so
that fire can be accurately adjusted.

Range card preparation is difficult for gunners to learn, but
adequate training requires only simple training settings.
Practice in fire adjustment and in the continuation of the
mission in a variety of unexpected circumstances is rare, even
though it is crucial to crew effectiveness. Gunners, loaders,
drivers, and tank commanders need to practice the actions re-
quired to continue range card missions when the position can-

* not be maintained, when expected illumination is not provided,
or when supporting units are neutralized.
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Table 5-3 summarizes the gunner's mission tasks and the associ-
ated training objectives. The table also rates the criticality
of the tasks and indicates the visual, motion,and aural cues
necessary to support training.
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5.4.3 Loader. The loader loads and maintains the main gun and
the coaxial machine gun. When possible, he also searches the
area around the tank for possible threats, by standing with his

~1 head out of the loader's hatch, or by looking through his unity-
power periscope, mounted in the hatch. Under some circumstances,
he also engages surface and air targets with his 7.62 caliberI machine gun. Operation of the machine gun requires him to be
out of the hatch, so that he cannot fire it during NBC or other

-. closed-hatch operations.

In some ways, the physical stresses on the loader and the phy-
sical aspects of his job make it the most demanding in the crew.
The loader's skill is also very critical to the crew, as he
selects and loads ammunition into the main gun, not only in
loading correctly and safely, but in loading rapidly in sus-
tained fire missions. In some circumstances, rate of fire and

* survival time on the battlefield are directly related, with
rate of fire primarily the responsibility of the loader.

The M60A3's stabilization system permits the gunner and the
tank commnander to engage targets while the tank is moving. The
driver stabilizes the tank as well as possible during moving
engagements, by selecting a smooth route and a constant rate of
speed. The tank can rarely be stable and at the same time be
maintained in the least vulnerable position. Thus the turret
floor, during moving engagements, is quite likely to be a poor
platform for the loader as he manipulates the main gun ammnuni-
tion.

if the loader loses his footing in the moving turret, or if he
slips on an expended shell case lying on the floor, he could
drop and damage a round, causing a subsequent misfire. He could
also be struck and injured by the breech of the gun as it re-
coils. Since the stabilized gun moves in elevation with respect
to the turret floor, as the tank moves over uneven ground, the
loader could also be injured by that motion, and he could in-
jure his hand as he pushes the round against the extractors in
the moving gun. For all of these reasons, the loader tends to
be cautious and, without extensive practice and wanting confi-
dence, he tends to be slow and deliberate.

The loader maintains the coaxial machine gun, and monitors its
performance. Coax stoppages can result from dirty ammunition,
a ruptured case, incorrect headspace, propellant residue,or a
bad round in the belt. The loader must recognize the cause of
the stoppage by sound, and also by the gun's performance as he

L takes immuediate action, so that he can correct the problem as
rapidly as possible. He also monitors the ammunition in the
coax ammunition (banana) box and links a new belt to the old
between engagements to keep the gun from running out of ammuuni-
tion during an engagement. Coax stoppages can be as disastrous
as stoppages of the main gun, because the coax is designed to
destroy and suppress some of the more severe threats to theI. tank personnel.
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The tank is also vulnerable to some main gun targets unless
their fire can be temporarily suppressed by the coax. There-
fore, the loader's abilit to support coax operations is vital
to the tank and its missions.

The loader has four primary functions requiring training in
tactical settings. He has many other responsibilities for tank
and weapon system maintenance, but they do not involve intimate
interactions with the mission, the tactical environment or with
the rest of the crew.

5.4.3.1 Load Main and Coax Guns. The loader loads the main
gun on command from the tank commander, who identifies the
target to be engaged and the ammunition to be used. The loa-
der identifies the ammunition by shape and color coding, un-
locks it from the ready rack, loads it into the main gun, sets

*the main gun switch to "FIRE" and announces "UP" so that the
commander and the gunner know the gun is ready to be fired.
The loader makes a setting on the anti-personnel (Beehive)
round to determine its bursting range, but none of the other
ammunition needs any such manipulation.

The loader also loads and maintains the coaxial machine gun.
He monitors the expenditure of ammunition, and replenishes the
coax before the ammunition box runs out. The loader determines
whether and when the gunner and commander have ammunition avail-
able to fire. Effective crew interaction requires the gunner
to respond rapidly and accurately to fire commands, to antici-
pate commands when possible, and to constantly monitor the coax
ammunition supply, so that the gunner and commander have the
conditions they need to perform their tasks.

Extensive practice is required by the loader in loading in the
unstable environment of the moving tank turret. This training
should be provided prior to training in crew interaction, but
the crew interaction training setting should incorporate major
environmental effects on the loader. These are required to
permit the loader to learn to time and control his responses
realistically, and to permit the gunner and the commander to
learn to anticipate and deal with stress-produced discontinu-
ities in loader performance. The primary stresses on the loader
in loading the two guns are time and turret motion; he must
learn to sense and deal with each as he performs as a member of
the team.

5.4.3.2 Response to Weapon Malfunctions. The main gun and the
coax can malfunction, for reasons essentially out of the control
of the crew. Many of these malfunctions can be cleared by tak-

!. ing appropriate immediate action, although some, inevitably,
take more detailed maintenance than can be performed during a
mission. If the main gun misfires, the round can be removed

I and exchanged with another. If it still misfires, it must be
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repaired at some other time. The coaxial machine gun can also
malfunction due to a bad round, a bent round, build-up of ex-
cessive residue, incorrect headspace, or dirt in the ammuni-
tion. Some stoppages can be cleared by recharging the gun, but
in some cases, a burst case can require the loader to change

barrels.
Unskilled diagnosis and correction of coax stoppages can take
appreciable amounts of time; in combat, time is frequently at
a premium, making skilled diagnosis and corrective actions ex-
tremely important. Many coax failures can be diagnosed by the
sounds associated with them. The loader can learn to recognize
these sounds in settings other than in a full crew interaction
training device, but he must be required to deal with them in
the full crew situation, again to permit him to learn to inte-
grate his performance with that of the rest of the crew, and
to permit the rest of the crew to learn to anticipate and work
around his performance. It should be possible for the coaxial
machine gun to simulate stoppages for various reasons, and to
require the correct remedial procedure, but it is not necessary
that the loader practice each of these in the crew interaction
simulator.

5.4.3.3 Surveillance. During some parts of the mission, the
loader will take part in the surveillance of the area,searching
for threats and signs of threat activity. He will also spend
some time assisting the driver in evaluating terrain, terrain
features, obstacles and routes. The most important aspect of
the loader's surveillance task for crew interaction, is in
learning that the rest of the crew depends on his eyes in de-
tecting threats to the tank as rapidly as possible. During
periods of loader surveillance, the loader must be presented
with signs of potential threat activity, and with threat images.
Since some commanders, training specific crews, may require the
loader to use the tank's binoculars, the loader should have
access to them as well as to his own unity-power periscope.

In the tank, the loader's surveillance area includes the flank
and an area to the rear of the tank; in training in the full
crew simulator, it is most important that the loader see signi-
ficant events throughout the visual scene available to him; it
is not important that the entire scene be available as it would
be in the tank, however. The objective is to teach the loader
to look and observe where he can, when he can, and to respond
to what he sees.

*5.4.3.4 Machine Gun Fire. The loader's 7.62mm machine gun is
used to engage area targets during periods when the main gun

* would not be employed. It is also used to engage low-flying
aircraft. The hit probability of the 7.62 on aircraft is low,
but the weapon is effective in keeping helicopters from ap-
proaching the tank. The 7.62uun can also disrupt helicoptersI launching and guiding ATGM's, reducing the danger to the tank.
Loader training in 7.62 gunnery will require specific training
in simpler settings, but the loader must use the 7.62 in the
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in loader engagements. t er ospottece

Theloaer s te ky t raidsustained fire; he is exposed
to mre hyscalstrss hananyone else in the crew, and to
mor haardfro hs wrk tatonequipment. Assuming complete

training in his individual skills and responsibilities, he re-
quires extensive training in integrating these skills within
the total crew responsibility, in making the proper weapon and
ammunition available as needed, and in sharing in the protection
of the tank from battlefield threats.

Table 5-4 summarizes the loader's mission tasks and the associ-
ated training objectives. The table also rates the criticality
of the tasks and indicates the visual, motion and aural cues
necessary to support training.

5.4.4 Driver. The tank moves over the terrain to an objective
or, in defensive missions, moves from one firing point to an-
other, at the direction of the tank commander, but under the
control of the driver. The driver keeps the tank concealed to
the greatest extent possible, maintains the turret as stable as
he can for effective target detection and engagement, and he
keeps the tank moving over a wide variety of terrain and through
and over a variety of obstacles. Even though the driver oper-
ates under the direction of the commander, he enhances the ef-
fectiveness and the survivability of the tank when he correctly
anticipates the directions the commander would give, by analyz-
ing what he knows, hears and sees at any given time. His effect
on the mission is in relieving the commander of some of the re-
sponsibility of route selection and negotiation, and in react-

* ing more quickly to situations demanding changes in routes or
positions than would be possible with the intervention of the
tank commander.

The driver not only selects and negotiates routes, but also
maintains surveillance to detect threats and signs of threat
activity. In addition, he observes during firing, when possi-
ble, to sense and adjust fire which the commander and gunner
may not be able to see.

Effective driver training is extremely difficult to provide be-
cause of its demands on terrain facilities that are capable of

* supporting tactically oriented training exercises. The driver
must know in detail the reaction of the tank to all kinds of
terrain surfaces, features and obstacles. He must also know
how to pick terrain which offers cover from likely threat areas,
to minimize the vulnerability of the tank while maximizing itsv ability to detect and engage hostile forces. The driver needs

* training in terrain appreciation, route selection and negotia-
tion and target acquisition. Some of this training can be pro-
vided in the Basic Armor Training Course for tank drivers, but
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much will have to be provided in other settings. Driver train-
ing in a crew interaction simulator must concentrate on giving
the driver practice in making the kinds of decisions he would
make in combat, but it would be uneconomical in hardware and
software, and in the training of the rest of the crew, to train
him to make the fine discriminations required in supportingI those decisions. The full crew interaction training environ-
ment should permit each member of the crew, including the driver,
to make the decisions peculiar to his task, and to practice an-I ticipating the performance of the rest of the crew. It should
also permit each member of the crew to practice dealing with
his own decisions, and with those of the rest of the crew, inJ the best way possible, in a tactical environment.

5.4.4.1 Terrain Analysis. The driver drives at the direction
of the tank commander, generally, and must be able to recognize

I terrain features used by the commander in giving guidance in
route selection and negotiation, in moving toward the tank's
objective. The tank commander will point out areas of possible
threat activity so the driver can keep the tank concealed from
them and so that he can search those areas more thoroughly for
threats or signs of threat activity. The driver and the tank
commander also search for obstacles which could stop or slowI the tank, with the driver learning to differentiate between :
those which could be problems and those which are within'thej capability of the tank.

Throughout a tank mission, the driver constantly searches for
advantageous firing positions, and for good routes into and out
of those positions. A good firing position keeps as much of
the tank concealed as possible, is near to the primary route,
is not close to any prominent feature which could be used by

* the enemy as an aiming point, is readily accessible with mini-
* mum maneuvering and can be exited by a covered or concealed

route. The driver must also learn to recognize smooth surfaces
whicn can be used to stabilize the tank while firing on the
move. The driver's choice of a given route at a given time de-
pends on his ability to relate the characteristics of the ter-
rain to the requirements of the mission at that time, and to
his perception of the tactical situation. Opportunities to re-
late terrain characteristics to tactics in selecting and nego-
tiating a route are rare, but require extensive practice on the
part of the driver, and on the part of the rest of the crew in
responding to driver choices relating to the terrain and its
utilization.

1 5.4.4.2 Terrain Negotiation. The M60A3 tank can negotiate most
of the terrain it would encouanter in the central European area,

1 but each terrain type and terrain surface will have a specific
I effect on the speed, maneuverability and agility of the tank.

The driver must learn to move the tank over the routes avail-
able, optimizing cover, concealment, speed, stability, maneuver-j ability or agility, as required at any given time. At the same
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U time, the driver must move over the terrain in such a way as to
minimize, where possible, the physical stresses on the tank it-
self so that it can complete its mission. In addition, theI driver must be aware of the effects of the terrain on the crew,
especially when the gunner and commander are attempting to de-
tect and engage threats. Each situation, and each terrain fea-
ture and surface require a different response on the part of

one of the driver's most difficult tasks in route negotiation
* is in recognizing terrain, vegetativepand cultural features

which afford him cover and concealment as he moves toward the
objective. First, of course, the driver must recognize eitherII the objective or a checkpoint along the route, which he must
pass. Second, he must recognize areas where threats could be

concealed, along his potential route. Finally, he must visual-
4 4 ize his appearance from the threat area as he moves among fea-

tures which might afford cover or concealment. The driver must
be constantly aware of the position of the turret and the rear
of the hull, so that he can discriminate among positions which
hide him, but reveal the turret and those which hids signifi-
cant portions of the tank.

The driver has a profound effect on the performance of the gun-
ner, the coznmander,and the loader. He attempts to keep the
vibration level in the turret as low as possible, particularly
when the crew uses powered optics for target detection, acqui-
sition,and engagement. During stabilized firing, he moves the
tank at as constant a rate as possible over the smoothest ground
available, to minimize gunner and commander tracking problems,
and to help the loader to load rapidly and safely. The driver
can also strongly influence the effectiveness of machine gun
fire; the coax and .50 caliber 11V patterns depend on the
smooth, steady motion of the tank to provide target coverage
in the diagonal bar of the "ZV; erratic driving can greatly re-
duce machine gun cover of area targets and, thus, the security
of the tank.

5.4.4.3 Target Acquisition. The gunner's position in the hull
places him at a disadvantage in acquiring targets at long range,
but variations in the terrain can frequently place him in a
position to detect threats and threat indications at ranges as
long as those viewed by the turret crew, with the naked eye.
Since the driver is more concerned with the terrain to his im-
mediate front than the crew in the turret, he is in a good posi-
tion to acquire targets at close range, which the rest of the

A. crew might miss. When the driver sees a threat, or an indica-
tion of threat activity, he alerts the crew, describing the type
of event he sees, its approximate range and its location. or-
dinarily, the tank commander examines the area designated by
the driver (or any other crewmember) and decides whether a
threat is involved, how important it is and whether to evade or
engage it, issuing steering and/or fire commands as appropriate.
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Many threats sensed or detected by the driver will be at rela-
tively close range; in many of these cases, the driver will
have to learn to evade them as quickly as possible, while he
alerts the crew. Anti-tank guided missiles can be seen in
flight; when the driver sees the missile launched, he can some-J times evade it by dropping behind a knoll, or by changing his
path quickly enough to exceed the missile's turning capability.
Training in making the decisions imposed on the driver by threats
and apparent threats is difficult to provide in real-world
training settings, but is crucial to the success of the tank
on the battlefield. The position of the driver beneath the
main gun gives him some advantage in sensing main gun effects;
in many instances, his position out of the primary obscuration
caused by firing the main gun permits him to sense and adjust
rounds lost by the crew in the turret: In each engagement in
which he can see the target area, the driver reports his sens-
ing to permit rapid adjustment of fire and timely target effect.
Drivers receive some training in this process, but rarely in
anything like the stress and decision-making environment in
which they must operate in tank combat.

5.4.4.4 Formation Control. Tanks always operate in elements
of two or more, either in combat, or in road marches. In both
situations, they provide mutual support in surveillance, target
acquisition and engagement. In combat, they frequently operate
with mutual visual cbntact, with relative position controlled
either by direction of the tank commanders or by the drivers.
When they move in contact with the enemy, one element moves
toward the objective, while the other covers its movement from
a covered position. Movement is by alternate bounds, so that
one element is always prepared to fire at any threat to the
moving element, to protect it while it is exposed.

The drivers of tanks in contact with the enemy must be alert
not only to the positions of threats and potential threats, but
to the position and movement of adjacent friendly tanks as well,
controlling speed and direction to maintain mutual contact,
cover and mutual support. When the driver can see the terrain
in the vicinity of the other tank, and the likely positions of
hostile elements, he can predict and react quickly to changes
in the speed and path of the other tank.

In route formations, the driver keeps his tank at a prescribed
interval from the tank ahead. The interval is established by
the unit commander, to minimize the vulnerability of the unit
to air or artillery strikes or ambushes, and to maintain visual
contact among tanks. The driver maintains his interval by not-
ing relative motion among the tanks ahead, his own tank, and
features along the route ahead. He also notes changes in the
legibility of features on the tank ahead. At night, he controls
his distance from the tank ahead by noting the number of tail

light elements visible at a given time. Driving in fog and
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+I

I smoke is especially difficult because of variable effects on
detail legibility, and on the visibility of scene details along3 the route.

In general, drivers have good opportunities, especially in unit
training exercises, to learn the skills involved in driving in
route formation. Combat driving skills are complex and diffi-
cult, and are rarely able to be practiced in real-world exer-
cises because of severe constraints on the use of terrain. In
addition, it is not feasible for unit training exercises to
involve realistic threats in the training of crews.

Table 5-5 summarizes the driver's mission tasks and the associ-

ated training objectives. The table also rates the criticality
of the tasks and indicates the visual, motion and aural cues
required to support training.

5.4.5 Crew Training Requirements Summary. The crew of the
M60A3 tank is being trained well in BAT, in the individual
skills required to operate the tank and its systems in non-com-
bat environments. New driving and gunnery courses are providing
drivers and gunners with excellent training in dealing with a
variety of relevant terrain and engagement conditions, but few
opportunities exist for training the entire crew as an articu-
lated, integrated team.

I Full crew training requires, more than anything, opportunities
for the crew to interact realistically with widely-variable
terrain and tactical environments. Terrain characteristics im-
pose stresses on the entire crew, and a need for choices on the
part of the tank commander and the driver. Tactical conditions,
including threats and friendly elements on and around the bat-
tlefield also impose requirements for choices on the crew, and

*both terrain and tactical elements change as the crew imple-
ments its choices of routes, speeds, maneuvers and engagements.

The tactical situations in which the M60A3 will be used will
place a great deal of stress on the crew, and will demand accur-
ate individual and crew performance within very short time per"

'iods, which allow for little or no trial-and-error behavior.
Individual driving and gunnery skills will suffer greatly in
the stress of combat, unless crews are able in training, to de-
velop automatic responses to the range of combat situations in
which the M60A3 will be employed. Full crew interaction train-
ing must provide opportunities for individuals to learn to re-
act skillfully to terrain and tactical conditions and, equally
important, to the unique reactions of other members of the crew.
Tables 4-2 through 4-5 and Tables 5-2 through 5-5 are illustra-
tions of the intimate interactions typical of M60A3 combat en-
gagements; they indicate the complexity of the crew's responsi-
bilities and the manner in which rapid, accurate crew interac-
tions must take place for effective employment of the tank.
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Many engagements will require each member of the crew to per-
form his individual task within a total crew function lasting
no more than 5 to 8 seconds from the alert to the strike of theI first round. This means that the driver will have to find and
move into a route or a position, selected for its view of the
threat and for its cover from threat observation, and for its
inimal effect on turret stability. At the same time, the
loader will locate, unlock and load the round designated by the
commander while the gunner makes the proper settings on his
computer and gun controls and slews the sight into the target.
The commander initiates the engagement and monitors the crew's
performance, simultaneously searching for other threats and for

* significant changes in the tactical situation. Each member of
the crew does his job automatically, responding to sometimes
subtle variations in terrain, threats, threat deployments, wea-

* pon effects, visibility, commands and commentary on the part of
the tank commander and other friendly elements. The essence of
crew interaction training is in providing crews with practice
in discriminating among different tactical situations, and in
dealing with them, as a crew, under some of the physical,
psychological,and time stresses associated with tank combat.

5.5 Tactical Information Requirements for Training

Tank crew interaction skills are developed through practice in
the interpretation and utilization of information defining crew
tasks and task conditions, in circumstances in which tactical
elements and events are represented. Crews training in the
Full Crew Interaction Simulator will have become skilled in the
operation of the tank and its systems. They will have learned
to respond to information inherent in the operation of the tank,
and in the stylized environments encountered on the driving and
gunnery ranges. Much of this same information will be avail-
able in the FCIS, but in addition, tactical information will be
provided. This will permit crews to develop skill in integrat-
ing individual performances, and in keying those performances
to events which are both complex and essentially unpredictable.
The degree of skill capable of being developed in the FCIS set-
ting will be a function, in large part, of the complexity of
the tactical information available.

Six kinds of tactically-relevant information is required for
effective training in crew interaction skills.

5.5.1 Terrain. The driver and the tank commander have the
most crucial and detailed interest in the tactical interpreta-
tion of terrain-related information. The loader and the gunner,
however, also have responsibilities in the observation and in-

* terpretation of terrain characteristics. Each member of the
crew, at some time in a mission, observes the terrain and at-
tempts to obtain information relating to the way in which he
must perform his job.
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For purposes of analysis, terrain is considered to include
such features as hills, ridges, streams, ravines, ditches, and
slopes. It also includes woodlines, trees and other vegeta-
tion, cultural objects such as walls, roads, buildings and
bridges and surfaces including hard dirt, sand, swamp,mud, ice
and snow.

The characteristics of the terrain tell the skilled crewmember
three things: where he (and the threat) can and cannot move,
where he (and the threat) can hide and what effects he (and the
threat) will experience in moving over the terrain, in terms of
speed, maneuverability, cover and concealment. The tank com-
mander examines the terrain at as long a range as possible, to
anticipate threat locations and to identify potential routes of
movement which afford both the surface consistency and the cover
required for rapid and secure maneuvering. He also examines
the terrain at close range, to assist the driver in finding the
route which will provide the least degradation in speed and
maneuverability and the best cover from known or suspected
threat locations.

The loader and the gunner also examine the terrain, to antici-
pate threat locations, and to assist the driver in picking the
most effective route. The gunner uses his magnified periscope
and, at night, his thermal sensor to examine terrain surfaces
out of the view of the driver. The loader, when he is avail-
able, uses unaided vision to assist the driver in moving over
and among surfaces and obstacles in the immediate vicinity of
the tank, while he searches for threats concealed in the ter-
rain and among the vegetative and cultural features in the area.

5.5.2 The Tank and Its Systems. The crew will have become
familiar with the performance characteristics and failure modes
of the tank and its systems in BAT, but will have had little
experience with its performance in a combat-like environment.
At times, the mission will require the driver to negotiate ter-
rain which he would otherwise avoid. This will place stresses
on the tank and on the crew which will help them all to become
more capable of responding effectively in combat. It will also
help them to anticipate the conditions which the tank can and
cannot negotiate, without exposing a real tank to these stresses.

The tank's response to various slopes, surfaces and obstacles,
and the response of track and suspension systems are important
in providing essential experience in the marginal operations
which combat missions could dictate.

5.5.3 Communications. The entire crew of the tank hears the
messages transmitted by way of the intercom, and the messages
received and transmitted over the tank radios. Each message
contains some information of tactical significance, helping to
form the basis on which each member of the crew performs his
job. The location of threats and friendly elements being sup-
ported by the tank, and supporting it, the effects of friendly
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and hostile fire and requests for specific movement and fire are
all heard over the radio or the intercom. Even though some
messages do not require or involve a specific response, each
contributes to a context which may have impact on the way tasks
are initiated and performed.

5 Crew interaction training requires the crew to learn to deal with
specific communications problems in a tactical context, and to
respond within the context of what is heard as related to what
is expected and seen at any given time. Training scenarios
must contain tactical messages which direct the tank in specific
operations, and general messages providing background tactical
information which could influence the crew's performance of its
mission. These messages could represent messages to other ele-
ments in the unit, or communications with supporting air, artil-
lery or infantry elements.

5.5.4 Threats. The function of the tank is to destroy threats
to its movement, and threats to the units and elements the tank
is supporting. Threats must be engaged with the appropriate
weapons and tactics and they must be destroyed, generally, at
the greatest ranges possible. Use of the wrong weapon could
give the tank's position away without destroying the threat.
Failure to destroy a threat at maximum range can greatly add to
the vulnerability of the tank by simplifying the threat's en-
gagement problem.

On the battlefield, the tank will frequently encounter more
than one threat at a time, requiring the crew to react to the
more lethal threat first or, when the situation demands, re-
quiring the crew to avoid any engagement until conditions are
more favorable. The crew must be exposed to multiple targets
and to multiple target types, and to targets at various ranges,
out to 3000 meters. Tanks, armored personnel carriers, person-
nel, high-performance aircraft and helicopters can be engaged
by the M60A3, and each requires a different combination of wea-
pons and tactics.

Since the purpose of the FCIS is to train crews to work together
in a tactical context, it is important that they encounter mul-
tiple threats and threat types; the extent of target image de-
tail required for target detection training cannot be justified,
since this can be accomplished in other settings, especially
for the gunner and the tank commander, who need it most. The
function of threat images in the FCIS simulated visual scene is
not to teach discrimination and recognition, but to permit the

teaching of interactive responses to many kinds of tactical
situations, of which specific threats are a part.

In central European combat environments, threats will frequently
be detected as a result of some kind of threat activity, other
than exposure to view. Smoke, flash, glint, dust and the move-
ment of foliage or a shape concealed by foliage will cause the
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crew to examine an area more carefully, either with magnified
optics, or using reconnaissance by fire. Thus, threats must
be represented by relatively indeterminate "effects" cues, in-

cluding ricochets, tracer fire and explosions, as well as dis-
tinct threat shapes.

threat weapons and the tank's own weapons furnish a great
deal of information vital to the effective conduct of the tank
mission. The effects of threat weapons, particularly at close
range, can cause the tank to fire, to change its route or to
look for a hiding place. They can also give away enemy posi-
tions, if the weapon impact can be related to weapon firing
cues. The effects of friendly weapons can indicate the des-
truction of positions and elements which might otherwise threaten
the tank, freeing it to use routes otherwise denied it, and to
engage threats which would otherwise be evaded, or allocated to
later engagement. The tank will frequently be required to ad-
just friendly fire. Weapon effects occurring in the vicinity
of specific threats, or specific landmarks in the field of view
can be adjusted into the target area by the crew, using the
radio, telephone or other communication systems.

The effects of the tank's own weapons are extremely important,
since they tell whether an engagement has been successful or
not, and the nature of any aiming errors made in the engagement.
Like friendly artillery effects, they provide the information
needed in destroying the target quickly and economically.

own gun tracers and round impacts are used in controlling and
adjusting fire. The burnout of 7.62 and.50 caliber tracers
is also useful in determining range to an area or target. Since
many targets will be situated on uneven terrain, it is important
that tracers and weapon impact effects correlate generally with
the terrain. Weapon impacts must also correlate with the type
of target struck. SABOT, HEP and HEAT rounds should produce a
red flash and smoke when they hit a hard target such as a tank
or a concrete emplacement, but should only throw up smoke, dust
and dirt when hitting the ground.

The effects of weapons fired by tanks in the same unit are es-
pecially important, in supporting practice in fire-and-maneuver.
When a target is engaged by adjacent tanks, the crew must ob-
serve the effect on the target before moving on in the mission.

5.5.6 Visibility Effects. The M60A3 is well-equipped to oper-
ate at night and in periods of limited visibility, using its
image intensifier and thermal sighting systems. The crew needs
extensive training in night operations because of the limita-
tions in field of view imposed by the night viewing systems,
and because the images they provide require training for their
accurate interpretation. Both systems are monochromatic, elim-[ inating some of the visual information normally available to
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I the crew. In addition, each has its own unique response char-
acteristics which are unique with respect to normal daylight
viewing. The thermal sighting system responds to reflected andI emitted infra-red, rather than to reflected visible light, pro-
ducing images in which contrasts and forms are confusing until
the crew has had time to correlate them with the daylight images1 ordinarily observed.

The image intensifier intensifies low-level visible light rather
than infra-red, and so produces images more closely approximat-
ing those the driver would see in daylight. The image-intensi-
fier system exaggerates contrasts, requiring extensive training
in reconciling the displayed image with the reality encountered
in driving over the viewed area.

The tank's smoke grenades, smoke fired by hostile elements and
by friendly artillery, and the smoke resulting from massed fire
of any kind obscures the tank battlefield. This makes movement,
target detection and navigation more difficult, and influences
the way in which the crew interacts. Smoke drifts with the
wind, and while it conceals the tank from normal view, it can
readily be penetrated by infra-red viewers. As a result, the
crew operating in smoke must constantly be prepared to respond
to engagements by threats.

It
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SECTION VI

6. FCIS-U-I EXPERIM4ENTAL REQUIREMENTS

6.1 Simulation Experiments

Three classes of simulator design and utilization experiments
have been defined through analysis of the training tasks and
of the FCIS statement of work. Each class is significant in
its implications for the design of the FCIS system and in its
requirements for experimenter/instructor/operator station de-
sign.

6.1.1 Simulator Fidelity. Simulation can provide most, but
not all, of the characteristics associated with specific train-
ing functions in tank operations. At the same time, simulators
can provide capabilities which appear to have training value
but which are unavailable in real world operations. For exam-
ple, actual tank dynamics normally cannot be changed but can
be changed in the simulator to enhance the possible effective-
ness of the learning environment. Experiments can be conducted
to evaluate the training merit of various degrees of simulation
fidelity, to determine minimum fidelity and cost requirements
for specific types and levels.

Five aspects of simulator fidelity can be subjected to experi-
mentation in defining fidelity levels and modes appropriate to
enhancing simulator training value. Each of these aspects has
implications for the design of the experimenter/simulator in-
terface; each involves experimenter awareness of the status
and content of specific portions of the simulator computer pro-
gram, and each involves requirements for experimenter control
over specific portions of the program. These five aspects are:

1) Tank Dynamics

2) Motion

3) Visual Simulation

4) Aural Cues

5) Control Loading

6.1.1.1 Tank Dynamics. Equations of motion can be represented
in a variety of ways. Some of these methods have implications
for simulator cost, some have implications for the facilitation
of training. Experiments will determine whether smoothed equa-
tions, requiring less programming and implementation effort,
are as effective for training certain crew tasks as are more
complete rigorous equations. Also, experimental evaluations
can be made of the value of temporarily modifying certain tank
dynamics in making specific teaching points.
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J 6.1.1.2 motion. Motion of the driver compartment and turret 32
provide information on tank performance, which must be repre-
sented in simulators to assure transfer of training from simu-
lator to tank. Since all of the motions experienced in the
real world cannot be reproduced in the simulator, studies
must determine the relevance of those cues which can be repro-
duced, and methods of representing cues which cannot be repro-
duced. Specific types of experiments, which can be accom-
plished in the FCIS facility include:

1) Number of degrees of motion freedom required to train
specific maneuvers, e.g., rotation about the three axes
seems to be more important than translation along the
vertical and lateral axes.

2) Degree of motion system excursion, velocity and accelera-
tion required, along and around the three tank axes.

3) variation in methods of motion cue representation, e.g.,
proportional cues, spiking, onset and washout, and shap-

ing.

4) Differences in motion requirements for driver versus
turret crew training.

5) Perceptual and training interactions among motion and
visual cues. What type and degree of correlation is re-
quired between cues to efficiently train given tasks.

6.1.1.3 Visual Simulation. Visual cues to tank training can
be represented in simulation, but the current state of know-
ledge about the interactions of visual information and the
learning and execution of crew tasks is relatively incomplete;
experimentation is required to establish the minimum visual
system complexity (number of edges, number of objects, dynamics)
required to support learning of specific crew tasks to specific
skill levels. The FCIS-LM should permit the conduct of train-
ing in all relevant operations under a variety of visual cues,
configurations, and interactions with other simulator charac-
teristics. The complexity of the scene and detectability of
various cues (threats, round fired, etc.) could be varied to
evaluate various adaptive training and testing methods.

6.1.1.4 Aural Cues. Friendly, threat, and own tank sounds are
used by crews as indicators of control requirements and tank
and systems status. Many aural cues are subtle and difficult
to identify in the myriad of sounds audible to the crew and
require extensive experience in their perception and interpre-
tation. It should be possible to experiment with manipulation
of available sounds, to determine means of enhancing relevant
sound components for crew training. Engine and track noise,
round hits and intercom are examples of sounds that might be
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6.1.1.5 Control Loading. Forces acting on the tank are re-
* flected in the control pressures required to drive the tank and5 operate its systems. Control forces form part of the complex

of information available to the crew in developing skills in
executing various procedures and engagements. Part of the
learning process consists of the development of new ways of
perceiving available data in the exercise of control over the
tank and its systems. Frequently, deliberate enhancement of
critical information can facilitate the rate of learning. Once
detection is assured, the crew can learn how that information
relates to the task to be learned. As learning progresses, en-
hanced information can be returned to its normal form. Since
the simulator control loading system represents a source of
tank and systems control information, experimentation will per-
mit its manipulation in the enhancement of simulator training
effectiveness.

6.1.2 Simulator Utilization. Many of the experiments to be
performed with _the FCIS system involve the definition of effec-
tive and efficient ways of incorporating simulation in the tank
training program, rather than the evaluation of specific simu-
lator designs and configurations. The first of two classes of
utilization experiments, of the three discussed below, have
little impact on the design of the experimental simulator f a-
cility, while the third class of experiment depends heavily on
the provision of advanced control and display capabilities at
the experimenter's station.

6.1.2.1 Simulator Substitution. Simulator training can reduce
the amount of time required by the crew, to achieve a given
level of proficiency. Simulator substitution for actual tank
time is possible because the crew can learn many of the re-
sponses required in the simulator, and because the simulator
can be used to achieve levels of proficiency in skills involv-
ing dangerous or expensive training in the tank, such as tacti-
cal driving, interacting with a complex threat force, and fir-
ing the main gun, .50 caliber or coax. Current knowledge con-
cerning those characteristics of the tank environment which
relate to learning, and knowledge of the best ways of repre-
senting these characteristics in ground simulation is incom-
plete. Manipulation of the visual, motion and dynamic charac-
teristics of the simulator will permit a variety of experiments
in the substitution of various simulator capabilities for tank
time throughout the range of skills taught in the M60 training
syllabus. Experimentation should involve training in selected
tasks, and tactical situations, with a variety of simulator con-
figurations (as previously described) and the evaluation of
proficiency resulting from this simulator training as compared
to proficiency achieved in similar training in the tank itself
(where such training is possible at all).
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6.1.2.2~~ SlauInegration. A number of experiments will be
required in determining the best way to integrating simulator

U and tank training. In some tasks, for example, training may

benefit most from exposure to the simulator first, with subse-
* quent consolidation of tasks, learning in the tank. In othersA

it may be more effective when introduced in the tank, with pro-I ficiency practice provided in elements in the simulator. In-
teractions can be expected in the optimum order of employment
of simulator and tank, with dtfferences in simulator configura- F
tion. In effect, experimentation in this area of concern should

U involve training using specific simulator configurations and
characteristics. Comparisons-.may be made of the relative pro-
ficiency of crews trained in a variety of simulator configura-
tions and in a variety of orders of training sessions between
the simulator and the tank.

6.1.2.3 Instructor Position. Many simulators provide instruc-
tor monitoring capabilities from stations remote from the crew
stations. Typically, they can also provide more data for moni-
toring than is available in the tank. on the other hand, the
instructor at the crew station has a wealth of information
available simply from having visual and physical contact with
the crew and with his operating environment. Experiments should
be able to evaluate in- and out-of-crew area instructor posi-
tions for their ability to interface with the crew and the
training context. Experiments may also permit the development
of optimum methods of facilitating instructor monitoring and
control at both the crew station and remote positions.

6.1.3 Experimenter/Instructor Station Design. The instructor
controls thFe presentation of training problems to the crew,
demonstrates procedures and maneuvers, sets the conditions of
practice, and monitors and 4uides crew practice in a variety of
ways. Interface between the instructor and simulator is criti-
cal; it provides information needed to monitor and diagnose
crew performance and provides information to the instructor on
the status of the simulator and the status of his own control
input. The instructor/simulator interface also provides con-
trol over the simulator and its programs. In effect, the in-
structor station is a major factor in determining the capability
of the instructor to effectively monitor, guide and control
training.

Simulator instructor station design, over the past few years,
has attempted to organize th,. various interface requirements
consistent with the needs and capabilities of the instructor,
to provide needed information in the most useful form to permit
direct, imm~ediate control of relevant simulator events, and to
minimize instructor workload and training requirements. A func-
tion of the FCIS facility, in general, and the instructor/ex-
perimenter station in particular, is to support experiments in
the definition of instructor information and control require-
ments, and the development of effective means of fulfilling
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these requirements. These requirements are derived from re-
views of tank training techniques, classroom instruction, and
in part-task trainers. In each of these areas, there are im-II plications for the improvement of simulator training through
experimentation that are significant in the design of the in-
structor/experimenter station.

6.1.3.1 Equipment at Crew Observer Stations. The positioning
of observers at the crew stations suggests experimentation in
defining optimum ways of using the data and ways of utilizing
them, and in defining and designing additional capabilities
which would enhance the instructor's capabilities. Design ef-
forts in relation to a crew station IOS require flexibility in
providing simulator control capabilities and in formatting data
for display. They also require consideration of the influence
of the crew station environment on the instructor's ability to
integrate available information and to actuate available simu-
lator controls.

6.1.3.2 Conventional Equipment Requirements. Experience with
simulators indicates that effective training requires that the
instructor have a variety of data available reflecting the per-
formance of the simulated vehicle, the crew, and the systems
used in the conduct of training. The instructor also needs
controls to facilitate communication with the crew, modifica-
tion of the simulated environment, and the recording of data
for crew evaluation and debriefing. Experience indicates fur-
ther, that all data and control requirements are not needed at
one time, and that their traditional form is not necessarily
optimized for the instructional tasks with which they are iden-
tified. The development of evaluation of improved methods of
instructor display and control implementation require that these
traditional components be present, to support training in tasks
within the capability of the simulator, and to permit their
comparison with other approaches. The provision of conventional
IOS equipment is required to support experimental comparison of
various advanced approaches with the traditional approaches
represented by the conventional 105 components and configura-
tions.

6.1.3.3 Advanced Instructional Equipment. A proper function
of the FCIS is to support experimentation in the development
of advanced methods of simulator training, and the development
of effective, efficient, and economical simulator design. Con-

* trol capability must be provided to support these functions.
It must support the manipulation of simulator characteristics
(such as visual or motion fidelity) expected to have significant
training and cost implications; it must support experiments in
the automation of a variety of instructional monitoring (auto-
matic engagement sequence timing) evaluation and control func-
tions (automatic training sequencing); and it must support ex-
periments in the development of advanced methods of information1. processing and display for optimizing instructor participation.
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In addition, it must also support real-time training in the
tasks associated with the M60 tank syllabus, using a variety ofI experimental instructional techniques (such as adapting complex-
ity and scheduling).

3 6.2 Experimental System Requirements

Each of the functions requiring experimentation in the research
simulator system involve experimenter and instructor tasks.1 which require specific capabilities for data display and simu-
lator control. Each task was analyzed to define these require-
ments in sufficient detail to permit their allocation to exper-I imenter/instructor stations consistent with the overall require-
ments of the system and with the relative importance of each
potential experiment. Six major task areas were identified
from an analysis of the functional requirements defined in the
statement of work, and from an analysis of the instructional
implications of the M60 tank syllabus.
6.2.1 Expermena~ks. Three of the task categories analyzed

are esseniali primaily7 to the experimental functions required.
They involve displays and controls associated with the instruc-
tional system. They represent capabilities for the manipulation
of the major simulator characteristics expected to have signif-
icant impact on simulator efficiency, effectiveness and cost,
within the M60 tank training program. These tasks are covered
in the following paragraphs.

6.2.1.1 Program Simulator Fidelity. A major function of the
research simulator system is to evaluate the relative effective-
ness of various simulator fidelity levels in the development of
essential crew skills. In general, simulator cost increases
with increases in fidelity. Experience and a limited amount of
formal research indicates that lower fidelity is as effective
as high fidelity in training some tasks, depending on the task
level required and the circumstances under which training is
given. At the same time, it is apparent that lower fidelity
simulation may provide great training value, particularly dur-
ing the early stages of training.

The simulator should permit experiments involving a variety of
fidelity levels and modes, by providing a capability for access
to the simulation programs stored in the system computer and by
permitting changes to be made in the programs defining simulator
fidelity. The experimenter should be able to modify the tank

* equations of motion, the characteristics of the visual simula-
tion system, the characteristics of the motion systems, and the
control loading system. The aural cue system will also be ac-
cessible through the computer program, permitting the experi-
menter to delete or enhance significant components of simulated
tank and environment sounds.
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6.2.1.2 Program Automated Instructional Features. Automated
instruction promises to reduce requirements for instructors and
instructor training. it also promises to facilitate the stan-I dardization of training and performance evaluation, diagnosis,
scoring and guidance. The FCIS system will permit a variety of
experiments to be performed in the development of methods ofIautomated instruction, and in optimizing the role of the in- 0
structor and of the automated instructional program in the sim-

4 ulator system. Tasks analyzed in this area are concerned with
pre-programming automated training sequences, demonstrations,
recording functions, modifications in task difficulty, crew
performance measurement, and feedback to the crew and to the
instructor.

6.2.1.3 Exercise Manual Simulator Control. Experiments in
automated instructional methods will require pre-programiming
of functions which would ordinarily be performed on-line, in
real time by the instructor. Current data on the pre-program-
ming and automation of instructional functions are sparse,
making it necessary to provide for experimentation in various
modes of integrating automated and manual instructional. For
this reason, experiments in which the instructor is given man-
ual control over critical simulator events during the conduct
of automated exercises to facilitate the development of optimal
instructor utilization concepts, should be possible. The in-
structor should be able to manually insert malfunctions that
have not been incorporated in an automatic program, and to in-
hibit malfunctions which have. To facilitate the preparation
of programs for experimentation, the experimenter will be able
to record and play back performance demonstrations and modify
simulator characteristics expected to have significance for
training.

*6.2.2 TrainingTaks. In most cases, experiments will consist
of the programmning of a selected configuration which is expected

* to influence training, or pre-programming some significant set
of instructional functions, followed by the administration of
training to experimental and control groups in some relevant
task or subtask. Training may take place using an instructor
station at the crew station or at a remote location, with both
having capabilities for flexible data formatting and for inte-
grating manual and automated instructional functions. The
choice of instruction station for a given experiment will de-
pend on the nature of the experiment. Experiments designed to
optimize the performance of the instructor in direct contact
with the crew will employ the crew station instructor station;
those designed to compare alternate instructor station design
features, will employ the remote station.

The two types of instructional techniques employed will be con-
sistent with methods employed in tank training. First, the in-
structor will employ the simulator to demonstrate procedures,[ tasks, and maneuvers to the crew. Second, he will monitor,
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evaluate, and guide crew performance of procedures, tasks, and
engagements. The methods used in applying these techniques
will vary, depending on the simulator capability under evalua-
tion at a given time. Two classes of instructional tasks have
been analyzed for their implications for the design of the FCISj system and its experimenter/instructor stations.

6.2.2.1 Train Subject(s) from Crew Station Positions. The
FCIS provides an instructor position at the crew station. This
instruction station, in direct contact with the crew, provides
a unique and valuable teaching environment which is likely to
be further enhanced by the addition of appropriate simulator
controls and displays. Experiments will be performed in the
development of teaching techniques peculiar to the crew station
enviornment, and in the selection, organization, and utilization
of display and control capabilities available. It is also
likely that experiments will be used to develop teaching tech-
niques and instructor interfaces useful in tank training.

6.2.2.1.1 Demonstrate Syllabus Tasks. The instructor's posi-
tion should be designed to facilitate the demonstration of pro-
cedures and maneuvers. With the addition of interface equipment
available to the simulator, more extensive demonstrations will
be possible in the simulator than in the tank, particularly in
the area of high density tactics.

6.2.2.1.2 Monitor Subject(s) Performance. Crew Station in-
structor positioning permits a mode of crew monitoring not avail-
able in most tank training. It provides a unique opportunity
for the instructor to make subjective evaluations and diagnoses
of performance and crew learning problems. This basic capabil-
ity, together with computer interface capability, will support
a variety of experiments on crew monitoring and guidance appli-
cable to both simulator and tank.

6.2.2.2 Train Subject(s) from Remote Position. The research
simulator should contain a sophisticated, highly flexible cap-
ability for programming and administering automated instruction,
and manipulation of the interface among the instructor, crew,
and the simulator computer program. Training could be conducted
from this station in automatic and semi-automatic modes. Ex-
periments should also be conducted from this station in the de-
velopment of advanced display and control modes, to improve the
quality of the instructor/simulator interface. Typically, per-
formance displays configured for one instructional function may
be inappropriate to others; the advanced capability would per-
mit a variety of display combinations and formats to be evalu-
ated for their applicability to specific training problems. It
would also permit a variety of control modes, from manual
through fully automatic, to be evaluated for their contribution
to training effectiveness and efficiency.

6-8
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6.2.2.2.1 Demonstrate Syllabus Tasks. While formal demonstra-
tions of tasks are best performed in the simulator crew station
itself, demonstrations from an external simulator station could

* be crucial, particularly where the instructor needs to make a
point extemporaneously, by temporarily overriding the crew' s
control inputs. While the demonstration of complete tasks orI maneuvers from dn external station appears impractical for most
syllabus tasks, a need exists for experimenting with instructor
use of momentary inputs to the crews controls to demonstrate aI point. For example; many tasks are performed incorrectly be-
cause of poor timing. The effectiveness of the instructor may
be enhanced by judicious use of this limited demonstration cap-
ability which may be evaluated at the instructor/experimenter's

station.

6.2.2.2.2 Monitor Subject Performance. A large part of simu-
lator instruction involves observation of crew performance by
whatever means are available, evaluating performance against
a set of objective or subjective criteria, diagnosing perform-
ance and learning problems, and providing guidance in the form
of suggestions, demonstrations, or modifications of the condi-
tions of practice. one problem in simulator instructor station
design has been identifying and implementing optimum methods
of displaying information required by the instructor for effec-
tive performance monitoring and diagnosis. Also, once an opti-
mum approach is defined for monitoring one type of task, it
appears inappropriate for others. The problem has been minimal
in instrument flight trainers due to the similarity of tasks
being monitored. With visual tank simulation, the problem be-
comes critical in facilitating instructor monitoring of instru-
ment as well as contact tasks. Instructional provisions should
permit the development of monitoring formats applicable to
specific tasks, using the display flexibility provided by any
of several available systems.

Another performance monitoring problem has been the evaluation
of performance. The complexity of many tasks tax the instruc-
tor's ability to integrate available data and make essential
comparisons of real-time performance with the standards estab-
lished for the task. Experiments will also be possible to
evaluate methods of displaying criteria for real-time compari-
son, and to identify remedial actions required to meet these
standards.

6.2.3 Control and Display Requirements. Table 6-1 outlines
* . the control capability and display information necessary to
* L conduct the type of training experimentation described in this

section.
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SECTION VII

7. FCIS SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS

Before the M60A3 tank crews can be expected to operate at near
combat levels of proficiency, they must have practice in train-
ing settings in which both the M60A3 vehicle operational char-
acteristics and the dynamic tactical environment are repre-
sented. The training settings must promote realistic inter-
action among the crew and the information portraying the
environment, and also induce the correct articulation of indi-
vidual and crew actions and responsibilities.

Much of the information available to the crew in combat is
* aural with a significant amount sensed as motion and vibration.

The synthesis and production of aural cues representing the
tank environment is quite straightforward, and does not re-
quire any technological development. Similarily, adequate

* motion and vibration cueing can be accomplished by state-of-
the-art systems developed for other surface vehicle training
systems. Visual systems, available in the current technology,
on the other hand, cannot come as close to reproducing the
environment sensed by the tank crew as aural and motion cueing
systems. This is due to the extreme difference in informa-
tion content, of visual scenes as opposed to the information
content of tank motions, and the sounds made by the tank, its
systems, the weapons, and other effects associated with the
armor battlefield.

Tables 5-2 through 5-5 sumnarize the training objectives for
the M60A3 tank crew which the FCIS device should be capable of
supporting. These objectives are treated on an individual basis
basis, for the tank commander, gunner, loader and driver, but
each involves intimate and detailed performance on the pprt of
each other member of the crew. The information requirements
associated with each training objective are also included in
the Tables. In addition, the criticality of each objective
for total crew combat skill has been assessed. Each objective
is important, but some are more crucial than others to combat
effectiveness, and to crew interaction training..

Information requirements are listed in visual, motion, and
aural cue categories, to indicate the complexity required of
the simulator in support of crew interactive training.

7.1 Visual Simulation Requirements.

* Fortunately, effective interactive crew training does not re-
quire the crew to respond to all of the information available
in a typical tank combat situation. At the same time, inter-
active crew training does impose specific demands on the visual
simulation technology (and cost) which must be weighed against
their effect on crew training.

7-1
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7.1.1 Visual Cue Functions. Visual cues in the tank combat
situation can stimulate at-least three levels of crew function.

At the most complex level, visual cues are used to discriminate
the presence or activities of concealed vehicles, -personnel,
or other equipment. This level of discrimination differen-
tiates small differences in color, shading, contrast, and shape
in distinguishing among non-threatening terrain, vegetative
and cultural features and hostile elements and events. SkillI in discriminating visual information, at this level, is es- -

sential to effective tank employment, particularly on the part
of the tank commander. This level of visual skill has little
to do with the ability of a crew to develop effective interac-
tive skills. Also, it can be trained in relatively inexpensive
individual training situations, using both synthetic and
natural cueing.

The second level of visual cue function concerns the initia-
tion of individual and crew procedures. Almost all individ-
ual and crew tasks in the M60A3 are performed as standard, pre-
scribed procedures, defined by the tactical situation existing
(and perceived) at a given time. Visual cues, and sometimes,
motion,vibration, or aural cues can tell the crew which pro-
cedure to execute, but more often, visual cues serve as the
initiating stimulus. Visual cues need only support discrim-
inations such as threat vs. no threat, tank vs. truck, truck
vs. personnel, personnel carrier vs. foliage, foliage vs. hel-
icopter, helicopter vs. aircraft, and so on-. Visual cues do
not involve the discrimination of subtle differences across
the visual scene, but act only as determiners of which visu-
ally-cued actions are to be taken, and when they are to begin.
Thiis level of visual cue supports crew interaction training by
telling the crew that a specific crucial event has taken place.
It also helps the crew to identify which procedure is appro-

* priate to the event, and it provides feedback to the crew about
the accuracy and effectiveness of its responses. In context
with motion and aural cueing, and with the tactical inform-
ation provided in maps, charts, briefings, and communications,
it provides for an almost infinite variety of situations for
crew discrimination and practice.

The third level of visual cue function is in helping to define
the complexity of the situation in which the crew must inter-
act. The tank crew operates in a hemisphere which includesy a 360* horizontal field of view and, for the tank commander,

A. something like a 240* field of view in the vertical dimension.
Events having significance for the crew can occur in many
places in this hemisphere, in sequence or all at once. PartE of the crew's responsibility is maintainiiz- surveillance
throughout this hemisphere, and to detect and respond to im-
portant events with as little delay as possible. The tank

7-2
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commander and the loader, when the loader can operate with
his head out of the hatch# are the only members of the crew in
contact with this total hemisphere. The gunner's view is lim-I ited by the restricted fields of view of his optics, while the
driver' s view is constrained either by his periscope, or by
the turret, fenders, and the front slope of the hull.

7.1.2 Field of View. Two major considerations limit the
need for a realistic field of view for the tank commander andI the loader. First, most events of significaict, except the -

approach of airborne threats, take place on the surface of the
T ~terrain. A total vertical field of view (900 to the horizon-
i tal) is needed for terrain surveillance in only very excep-

tional circumstances (at the bottom of a canyon, etc). It
is even less of a requirement for the detection of airborne
threats. Fixed-wing aircraft, operating in the air-to-ground
mode, must make runs at no more than about 300 to the hori-
zontal, to permit weapon accuracy and to avoid flying into
the ground. Helicopters are restricted to even lower aspect
angles, because of their need to use terrain features, build-
ings and vegetation for cover during air-to-ground operations.

The second consideration deals with the surveillance functions
of the loader and the tank commander. The loader does not
search in a 90' sector, or a leO' sector, or in a 45* sector:
he looks in the sector defined for him by the commander, to
meet the requirements of the tactical situation. The field of
view available to him in training has little to do with the
area he will search in combat; he will search the area in

s which it is necessary to search. The tank commander willI
also search where the situation demands. His responsibility is
somewhat different from that of the rest of the crew; he is,
in the Armor unit, not only a trainee, but also the crew's in-
structor. He searches, detects, acquires, allocates, desig-
nates, and directs in response to tactical situations defined by
by the FCIS, both for practice in tactical decision-making and

*to exercise and train the entire crew. In combat, as in train-
ing, he will search the area available; in the FCIS, the most
important aspect of the commander's field of view is not so
much its absolute size as its ability to demand complex judg-

* ments on his part, and complex responses on the part of the
entire crew.

Each member of the crew requires something different of the.
visual simulation system, although each must see enough of the
tactical situation to establish a context within which to fit
his own tasks and functions. Each crew member (except the
_commander) has 'restricted contact with the visual scene around
the tank because of the limitations imposed by his position andIi by his vision devices. During periods of contact with the
enemy, and during buttoned-up operations, even the tank com-L - mander's view is severely limited, making popped-hatch and

* closed hatch operations extremely important for training,
especially for the commander.

7-3



7.1. Tank -Commander Visual I euirements. The tank commander I
musthav viualcontact with the tank environment from the

closed hatch (vision blocks and optics) position, with the
hatch cracked to provide overhead protection from artillery,
and from the open hatch (unaided and vinocular vision) position,
to permit him to operate as he would in the tank itself. The_
closed and popped-hatch positions are important in training
the tank commander to compensate for field of view limitations
and in training him to place greater surveillance responsibil-
ities on the rest of the crew, during periods when his vision
is restricted. Open hatch operations are equally important,
in training the commander to make effective use of the loader's
capabilities for surveillance and target detection, and in
training him to search the entire area with both his unaided
vision and with his binoculars. Open hatch simulation is also
important in training the commander to perform the procedures
resulting from a target detection, quickly and accurately. In
the open-hatch situation, when the commander detects a main gun
or coax target, he must simultaneously lay the main gun and the
coax to place the target in the gunner's sight, and drop into
the cupola to range on the target. At the same time, he must
search the entire area for other targets and potential threats,
allocating engagement functions between the gunner and himself,
depending on his perception of the total situation at the time.
Closed-hatch operations are somewhat simpler, although they do
not require the tank commander to move into and out of the hatch,
they do require more careful surveillance by the entire crew,
more detailed coordination with adjacent elements and support
ing units, and more deliberation when moving about the battle-
field.

The tank commander's visual cue requirements stem from his dual
responsibil-Ities as crew tactician and crew coordinator. The
commander has more information available to him than any other
member of the crew. He uses this information in making decis-
ions as to the best ways to employ the tank and the crew, and
in detecting, engaging, and destroying threats to the tank and
its mission. The tank commander needs to be presented with
the kind of visual information used in perceiving and assessing
tactical situations, and in executing the procedures involved
in implementing those decisions. In the FCISr the tank com-
mander has five basic visual cue requirements.

7.1.3.1 Terrain Visual Cues. The tank commander obtains a
great deal of tactical information from his examination of the
terrain in the battle area. He sees where threats might be
deployed by examining available cover and concealment, and
he sees where his own tank might move and position itself,
by noting similar areas of cover and concealment, advantageous
firing positions, and potential fields of fire to be avoided.'iiBecause he is able to identify places in which threats mightL be hidden, or in which they might appear, he not only plans

the tank's route for maximum security and effectiveness, butBg
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U he also detects and engages targets quickly; frequently before
they can become serious threats.

3 The driver's field of view is adequate f or negotiating terrain
in the immediate vicinity of the tank, but the tank commander' s
guidance is essential in many situations, since he can see more
of the terrain surface and the tactical situation than are
available to the driver. The commander searches for good routes
for the tank, for surface characteristics that are compatible
with the tank's capabilities and the requirements of the situ-
ation at the time. He directs the driver in the selection of
a route and in moving over that route as efficiently as possible.

The tank commander's use of terrain visual information requires
that he have cues to the nature and sizes of major terrain
features including hills, slopes, fields, woodlines and woods,
ditches, ravines, streams, and bodies of water. The commander
also needs cues indicating obstacles to the movement of the
tank, and to the nature of terrain surfaces between the tank
and its objective. In the FCIS, it is not important that the
commander respond to the same cue patterns he would in the real
world. Although total realism would be motivating, it would
have little effect on the value of the system in crew inter-
action training, since the commander's function is to direct
and coordinate crew responses to tactical events, rather than
to sense and perceive the subtle and complex cues that define
those events. It is important, however, that the simulated
tank and tank systems respond to the differences in features,
obstacles, and surfaces portrayed in the visual system, so that
the crew will be forced to perform within situations imposed by
the commander's terrain-imposed decisions.

7.1.3.2 Control Tank in Formation. The tank co"mander and the3
driver maintain the tank in prescribed positions with respect
to other tanks in combat or when traveling from one place to
another. Spacing and relative positions of tanks in formation
is important in combat to assure effective mutual surveillance
and fire support, and in road formations to maintain maximum
speed and a secure interval. The. tank commander's field of
view, and his position above the driver permit him to assist
the driver in maintaining proper position, especially in com-
bat formations. In tactical operations, the adjacent tank can
disappear from the driver's view, behind trees, bushes, knolls,
and the driver's own tank,, though still visible to the tank
com ander. The commander is required to see the adjacent, or
lead tank, on the terrain surface among those features limiting
the driver' s visual contact.* Some terrain surface detail is
also required, to help the commander judge the relative speed
and heading of the other tank, and of his own tank. Features
of the other tank should become legible with reduced range,
to give the commnander at least gross cues to its relative
distance. In combat formations, the weapon effects of theL other tank including smoke, muzzle flash, tracer, and weapon
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impact should also be visible to the commander, to permit him
to provide realistic support by fire and maneuver.

Night simulation of the other tank must include its thermal
ixmge, and images of its tactical driving lights, in the front

and rear.

7.1.3.3 Weapon System Visual- Cuss. The commander uses all of
- the tank's weapon systems to engage, destroy or suppress all of

the kinds of threats the tank could encounter, including both
surface and airborne targets. Most commanders using the FCIS
will have become proficient in firing the main and coax guns,

.3- and in firing the .50 caliber machine gun, but few will have
had any practice in coordinating commaander and gunner use of
these weapon systems in anything like tactical situations,
while directing the movement and employment of the tank. The
commander must be able to detect multiple targets of different
types and at different ranges, so that he can practice making
and implementing decisions concerning the assignment of target
priorities, the allocation of weapons to targets, the simultan-
eous engagement of two or more targets with two or more weapons,
and the direction of tank movement as appropriate to the evolv-
ing situation. Targets must include stationary and moving
tanks, trucks, armored personnel carriers, troops, high-
performance aircraft, and helicopters. Concealed targets must
also be available; with associated indications of target activ-
ity including movement, glint, flash, smoke, and dust. In the
case of concealed tanks and other hard targets, the effects of
ricochets of machine guns firemust be available. Cues to
multiple targets are important, to force the commander to

* make decisions about which target(s) to engage first, whether
to engage more thanone at a time, whether to evade some while
engaging others, and how to most effectively allocate the
tank's weapons and the crew's capabilities in effective engage-
ments and/or evasive maneuvers.

* 7.1.3.4 Machine Gun System Employment. The commander uses
the coax and the .50 caliber machine guns not only to engage
and destroy specific targets, but for ranging, suppressive
fire, for information-gathering and, on occasion, to start

* fires to burn out cover or to force threats into the open.
This function requires that realistic machine gun tracers,
ricochets, and effects be simulated. Tracer burnout must

*occur at the proper range and the target area must absorb fire,
or produce ricochets, depending on whether hard targets are
present or not. Secondary explosions should also result from

* machine gun fire into concealed target areas, as appropriate.
rires in vegetation are desirable, but of minor value in the
context of full crew interaction. The effects of suppressive
fire is to produce erratic fire (tracers) from automatic
weapons fired by troops and from lightly-armored vehicles, and
to cause these sources of fire to stop firing or to produce
erratic flights of ATGM's where suppressive fire has been direc-

ted at the guidance personnel.



7.1.3.5 Threat Weapon Impacts and Near Misses. The commanderj
attempts to direct the tank and the crew to avoid being engagedI by threat weapons, but the complexity of the battlefield and
the capabilities of the threat forces make hits on the tank,
and near-misses inevitable. Hits can be highly motivating to5the ce, but beyond this, can provide important information
to the crew and the tank commander concerning the validity of _

their d-cisibns an aton p to that point. -When hits and
near-misses can be associated with weapon firing effects, they
can provide valuable information for the detection and engage-
ment of threats.

Visual cues associated with hits on the tank are not especially
prominent or meaningful in the context of the noise, shock and
vibration that accompany them. Visual cues to near misses
and to correlated weapon-firing effects are more meaningful as
an aid in locating, evading, and engaging the weapon doing the
firing. Tracers are the most prominent visual cue to near-
misses by gun-launched projectiles, but they can only be seen
from abreast of or from behind the projectile. Bodies of
guided missiles can be seen, providing both velocity and aspect
angle information. Visual cues to missile body movement and
orientation are essential in practicing evasive maneuvers,
although in most cases, the tank commander will not have enough
time to interpret these cues and to direct evasive action.

7.1.4 Gunner Visual Cue Requirements. The gunner sees the
battlefield through narrow unity-power and magnified optics,
with direction defined by the position of the turret and the
main gun; he sees only where he, or the tank commander has
pointed the optics. The gunner's primary visual responsibility
is in identifying the target designated by the commander so
that he can lay on it, engage it, and destroy it as rapidly
as possible.

When the tank is not in direct contact with the enemy, the gun-
ner searches an assigned area, looking for threats and signs
of threat activity, to supplement the surveillance performed by
the comm~ander and the loader. During these periods, he slews
the turret to permit wide area coverage, using his optics to
search at long range. In some situations, he may also assist
the driver in evaluating potential routes beyond the driver's
field of view or range of vision, while the tank commander
and the loader maintain the search for threats.* The gunner can
sometimes recognize surface characteristics, obstacles, terrain
features, buildings, and vegetation having significance for
the driver in controlling tank movement, cover and concealment.
The gunner's tasks require himeto observe the following types

of visual information.
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7.1.4.1 Terrain. The gunner must see major terrain features,
surfaces, vegetation, buildings and obstacles which tell him
where threats could be and where they are not likely to be.
He must also see the features used by the tank commander as
landmarks in helping him to find designated targets. ("Behind
the small bush; beside the large ditch," etc.)

The gunner's view of potential obstacles and terrain surfaces
must also give him enough information to permit him to helpI the driver in selecting routes which the driver cannot eval-
uate for himself, from his point of view in the hull . The
gunner, with his narrow fields of view, will have difficulty in
estimating range. Textural cues which vary with distance, are
needed in the terrain, to give the gunner a feel for speed and
relative distance. Differential color and clarity, with range
are also needed to provide the gunner with an impression of
distance and depth in the scene available to him through his
optics. Thermal-sensor images are extremely important in
helping him learn to use the thermal sights in finding conceal-
ed targets in the day, and in laying on concealed and uncon-
cealed targets at night.

7.1.4.2 Targets. The gunner must see the targets desig-
nated by the commander, and he should also see targets which
the commandet may have overlooked, so that he can alert the
crew. Like the commander, the gunner needs training in dis-
criminating targets in complex backgrounds, and under all con-
ditions of concealment, range and visibility. This training7 can be provided in more economical settings than the FCIS,
without compromising individual training with crew training re-
quirements. Targets presented to the gunner must be differ-
entiated as to type, range, and movement, to provide the gun-
ner practice in making the proper response to different target
conditions.

The gunner must also be able to see more than one target, or

target indication at a time. This will provide valid practice
in identifying the target designated by the commander, and in
judging which target to engage, with what procedure, and in
what order, when the tank commander must leave the decision to
the gunner.

Since most targets engaged by the tank are at least partially
concealed, the gunner must have some definitive cues to target
type and location, in the form of weapon flash, smoke, tracers,
dust, glint and movement. During periods of surveillance,
these indications are needed to attract the gunner's attention
when the tank commander is occupied in some other sector.

7.1.4.3 Weapon Effects. The gunner observes the effects of
the weapons he and the tank comander fire in order to decide
on a subsequent course of action. If the target is hit and

appears to be destroyed, other targets can be engaged, or the



crew can resume its search f or other targets. If the target
was missed, the information provided by the flight of the
tracer element and by the impact of the round on the groundI short of, or to the side of the target, is applied in correct-
ing the aim for the next round.

The effects of the gunner's own weapons are important in re-I porting, warning, anticipating, and dealing with the flash and
obscuration accompanying firing. muzzle flash is a problem at
night, because it destroys the gunner's night vision. As he
fires at night, the gunner must close his eyes momentarily so
that he can preserve his night-_visio -n for sensing the round
as it impacts in the target area.* The gunner must see theI tracers of the main gun round, the coax, and of the commander's
.50 caliber machine gun, to permit him to adjust his own fire
and that of the commander.

7.1.5 Loader Visual Requirements. The loader's visual re-
sponsibility involves surveillance of the battle area from the
loader's hatch, either with the hatch open, or with the loader's
rotatable unity-power periscope. When the tank is in contact
with the enemy, the entire crew searches the area for threats
and other significant visual information, in areas assigned to
the platoon and to the individual crew. Usually, the loader
searches to the rear, and to the flank if the flank is not
covered by an adjacent tank. The loader has a restricted area
of responsibility, even though he has a very large field of
view when he operates with his head out of the hatch. When
the crew travels with hatches closed, the loader's field of
view is drastically restricted by the periscope, which he must
turn, elevate, and depress manually.

7.1.5.1 Terrain. The loader must be able to see a terrain
image simTa-rt that seen by the tank commander in the head-
up or vision block mode, which he can search with unaided
vision. The gunner must see major terrain features, surfaces,
and obstacles, so that he can anticipate tank locations. The
loader will provide little if any assistance to driver if the
tank commanider is too busy to help him since the loader will
also be busy with the main gun or with the coaxial gun.* When
the comimander is occupied with communications or other activity
not associated with an engagement, the loader can provide steer-
ing directions to the driver when negotiating confined areas
or obstacles in the immediate vicinity. Thus, he should see
slopes, surfaces, ditches, vegetation, roads and buildings
in the terrain foreground.

7.1.5.2 Targets. The loader must also see targets appearing
within his range and vision,, up to 1,000-1,200 meters, so that
he can alert the crew to their presence. He must also see sec-
ondary indications of more distant activity, including smoke,
f lash, glint, and dust. Movement cues should also be provided,
in the 600 to 800 meter range. Since the loader does not have
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an optical magnification or thermal system available to him,
he will report signs of possible threat activity to the tank
commander who will examine the areas in more detail with bin-
oular., periscope or thermal sight.

7.1.5.3 Weapon Effects. The loader senses rounds fired by the5 gunner to help in adjusting fire into the target areas. Be-
cause he will usually be inside the turret, loading the main
gurn or maintaining the coax, he will perform this function only
on rare occasions. The loader may observe the effects of
weapons fired at the tank, in the form of tracers, missiles,
and impacts on the terrain, but when fire is observed in the
vicinity of the tank, the loader will move into the turret,
either for protection, or to service the tank weapons. He
should see the same effects of threat fire seen by the command-
er, during the limited time he will have visual contact with
the terrain.

7.1.5.4 Own Tank. When the loader provides steering guidance
to the driver, he needs to see everything that indicates the
position of the front and rear of the tank hull. He does not
need a high-detail image of the hull, but only enough inform-
ation to tell him where his tank is positioned with respect
to the turret, and with respect to obstacles in the immediate
vicinity.

7.1.6 Driver Visual Requirements. The driver exercises con-
trol over tank movement, selecting and negotiating routes that
provide the speed, maneuverability, and agility required at
the time. He also provides cover, concealment and advantageous
observation and firing positions, to the maximum extent pos-
sible. Much of the driver's performance is directed by the
tank commander, but total crew efficiency and effectiveness
depend heavily on the ability of the driver to perceive and
respond to the total tactical situation, exercising control
with a minimum of specific direction. For this reason, the
driver must have detailed information about the terrain and
features in the immediate area, and at least general terrain
information at weapon ranges. For the driver, the immediate
area of concern is the area about 200 meters in front of the
tank. Depending on the terrain and the position of the tank
on the terrain, the driver may observe significant information
for over 3,000 meters. Most of the information relevant to
the drivers tactical task is, in the North American or central
European environments, within 1,000 meters.

I. 7.1.6.1 Tactical Terrain. The driver needs two types of
terrain information. The first type permits him to perform
terrain evaluations similar to those performed by the tank
commnander, the loader, and the gunner as they search the
terrain around the tank. The driver tries to identify terrain,
vegetation and cultural feature. which might conceal and sup-

port the movement of threats. He needs to perform his analysis
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in picking an expeditious and secure route to the objective,
by anticipating areas which might be threatened by enemy ele-
ments. As he searches in the distance, he looks for terrainII feature. that could conceal a threat, for fields of fire which
he should avoid, and for features which he might use in con-
cealing his own tank from the enemy. In planning his route,
he also looks for specific features such as roads, bridges,
marked mine fields, streams, and other obstacles to movement.

7.1.6.2 Immuediate Terrain. Because he must negotiate terrain
in such a way as to maximize effectiveness and immediate secur-
ity, the driver' 3 interest in the immediate vicinity it of
greater concern than that beyond one or two thousand meters.

The driver must respond to variations in terrain features within
the tactical context, consistent with the needs of the gunner
and the commander at that time. In effect, the driver must make
and implement decisions about the terrain in the immediate vicin-
ity, which have differential impact on the mission and on the
crew as a whole. The driver must be able to select surfaces to
optimize speed under some circumstances, cover under others,
and on other occasions, smoothness. Road surfaces such as hard
dirt, soft dirt or sand, and rough surfaces such as rocks or
other uneven surfaces must be differentiated. The driver must
also see terrain and cultural features which could provide obsta-

* cles to the movement of the tank. These would include buildings,
trees, slopes, and ditches, as a minimum. It might also in-

* clude walls, streams, and swamps. Although some of the obsta-
cles are negotiable, some would stop the tank. These same ele-
ments make it possible for the driver to exercise judgment in

* route selection to improve conditions of motion, vibration,
and exposure on the rest of the crew, and to enable them to

* practice anticipating and dealing with perturbations in tank
movement.

7.1.6.3 Waon Effects. Each member of the crew must attempt,
when possible, to sense theo impact of rounds fired by the gun-
ner and the cozmander.* Since the eyepoints of the crewmembers
doing the firing are close to the weapon axes, they are the
most severely affected by the target obscuration produced by
the smoke, flash, and dust produceA by the weapons. The driver
is beneath the major obscuration, however, and depending on the
terrain and the position of the tank, he may be in the best posi-
tion to sense and adjust fire.. As a result, he must be able
to see tracers, smoke, flash and dust resulting from the impact
of main gun rounds and rounds fired by the coax and the .50Ii caliber machine gun. impacts vary with the characteristics of
the point of impact and of the round itself. Hard targets must

* cause ricochets of machine gun rounds, and bright orange glow
resulting from HEAT and APDs rounds. Soft targets, including3
the ground, must show the dust and smoke resulting from main
gun impact.
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1 7.1.6.4 Own Tank. The driver must maintain his orientation,
with the hull of the tank and with the turret, in order to
anticipate where he is to drive the tank, and where he can
expect targets and engagements to take place. Accurate orien-
tation requires that he use the fenders of the hull, and the
main gun as it moves across the field of view.

-

.
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7.2 Motion Simulation Requirements

Motion of the tank over the terrain, along with .turret motion; pro-
vides useful information to the crew that aids them in the execu-
tion of specific functions. Total tank motion vibrations associated
with the terrain, track, and engine and transmission, provide theI gunner and commander with indications of the route the driver has
chosen, his speed, and the ability of the tank to turn and accele-
rate at any time. Tank motion alto dittact9 theR commander--and
loader, making many of their tasks more difficult (and in some in-
stances, extremely difficult) than the same tasks performed in a

stationary mode.
Turret motion also provides information of value primarily to
the commander and gunner. When the commander slews the turret,
the gunner can anticipate the appearance of a target, and to
some extent, where to look for it. By the same token, the corn-
mander can monitor the gunner's use of the turret in searching
for and detecting targets.

Since the crew does not sense motion as a continuum (except by
means of visual cues), full motion is not required at any crew
station. Certain physical motions can be limited to motion on-
set cues washed out at subliminal levels.. Because of the cues
they provide the driver, gunner, and commander, and the dis-
turbance they represent to the loader, pitch and roll motion
must be continued for as long as they occur in the actual tank.
Yawing motion due to turn maneuvers and sensed within hull and
turret can be eliminated because it does not influence the
crew's perception of the gravity vector.

Vibration and shock resultant from main gun firing and movement
over the terrain are important to the entire crew during fire
control, surveillance, and driving. Movement of optical
sighting devices can result in injury to the user if his helmet

* is not pressed firmly into the brimpad. Training with appropri-
ate vibration and shock cues can establish habit patterns that
will help protect the crew.

The most important degrees of freedom of motion for crew train-
ing are pitch and roll. Both are more significant to the driver
than to other crewmen.

Pitch Motion - Provides indications about tank performance
when climbing slopes. When combined with track, engine, and
suspension system sounds, pitch motion also indicates whether

the slope can be climbed.

Roll Motion - Provides continuous cues as to sideslope orien-
tation.

Motion is important to the gunner as an information source and[ as a distraction. It is also instrumental in preventing vertigo.
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in the stabilized mode, the gunner's sight picture is not in-
fluenced by tank motions except during extreme maneuvers. Gun-
ner station motion, when part of the total training environment,
can help the gunner reconcile visual scene stability with tank
motion when he enters the crew training compartment. This same

- -3gunner station motion is also an aid in preventing motion sick-
* ness as well as vertigo.

The determination of motion system requirements was made from3 an analysis of M60 performance data in light of the manner in
which the human physiology perceives motion. These analyses
yield, not only the requirements, but a philosophy for stimu-
lating these physiological receptors consistent with real-world
stimuli.

7.2.1 Tank Motion Data Analysis. In order to define the motion
environment of crew members, data from several sources was an-
alyzed. These data were derived from accelerometer measurements
taken by Link engineers on an M6OAl tank at Fort Knox, Kentucky,
tank manufacturer's test results, various published reports and
papers, and an-analysis of various physical phenomena.
When data from different sources seemed to be in conflict,
either a consensus was sought or the one with the greatest ap-
parent physical basis was selected. In addition, during the
tank indoctrination course at Ft. Knox, the subjective evalua-
tions of Link personnel were included in the analysis.

Accelerometer measurements employed the following methodology:
Four categories of tank motion were measured including turret
rotation, main gun elevation, main gun firing, and general hull
accelerations resulting from tank movement over terrain.

For turret rotation, a +0.25 g accelerometer was mounted on the
turret in the vicinity of the air intake and oriented to sense
in the horizontal plane. Various combinations of turret rota-
tion, starting and stopping, and various rotation rates were
recorded. The objective was to determine maximum accelerations
and also to obtain a feel for nominal levels.

After sevesal turret rotation cycles, the accelerometer was
rotated 90 to sense vertical accelerations. The sources of
vertical accelerations measured were engine vibrations and main
gun elevation. The precise location of the accelerometer was
known, thereby allowing the calculation of acceleration at any
point on the turret. This result implies considering the tur-
ret as an inflexible rigid body.

The second data recording session provided the opportunity to
record accelerations imposed on the tank as a result of firing
the main gun. To accomplish this, two +5.0 g accelerometers
were mounted to the vertical support structure of the shell
deflector frame. it was judged that this rigid structure would
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I not introduce any unique dynamic responses to the accelerometer
measurements. The two accelerometers were mounted to sense ac-

* celerations parallel to, and perpendicular to the axis of the
* gun. Eight rounds of 105mm practice ammunition were fired with

resulting accelerations recorded.

5 In the third session, two accelerometers were mounted on the
base of the tank commander's seat. The sensitive axes of these
accelerometers were oriented so that accelerations in the ver-
tical and lateral directions were measured while the tank was -

driven over a muddy course. All data recorded were from a soft,
undulating terrain. A variety of maneuvers were executed while
driving about the course. Various grade slopes; uphill, down-I hill, and side-hill were negotiated. Water obstacles and neu-
tral-steer maneuvers were also executed. Results of normal
turns, straight running, stops and starts, and other basic

driving techniques were recorded.
After all maneuvers were executed and the resultant acceler- --1 ations recorded, the accelerometers were secured to a struc-
tural member at the rear of the driver's seat. Previously
executed maneuvers were repeated and the attendant acceler-] ations recorded.

Since the course was muddy, no accelerations were recorded
for hard surfaces or paved roads. Also, there were no solid
obstacles to traverse; therefore no data was obtained for
these maneuvers.

These data were recorded on an FM tape recorder with selected
portions transcribed onto a strip chart recorder upon return to
Link facilities. Data were analyzed along with data from
other sources (see references). Data for hull and turret, pre-
sented in Table 7-1, are considered to provide a benchmark for
cue analysis and motion requirements.

A brief discussion of these data is required. Longitudinal ac-
celeration of the hull and turret is due to accelerating from
a stop based on maximum tank performance on a paved road as
determined by Chrysler data. Deceleration is that which results
from brake application (not from impact with an object which
obviously could produce greater decelerations). Main gun re-
coil data is based on either over the front or nearly over the
front firing. Accelerations on the hull can be derived for
other gun azimuths as a function of the ratio of the moments of
inertia and the azimuth angle.

Terrain effects data are generally worst-case for going over
bumps.

Normal undulating terrain exhibits significantly lower acceler-
ations (-a0.02g vertically). Slope operations angles are basedj on the maximum capabilities of the vehicle. No lateral accel-
erations were measured or observed due to sliding on sideslope

operations.1 7-15
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TABLE 7-1 r160AI ACCELERATION DATA

hULL

MANEUVER PARAMETERS

LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION 0.1g, -0.6g

I MAIN GUN RECOIL (long) -0.2g

TERRAIN EFFECTS (heave) ±il.Og* f=l. 0H

(pitch) +0.02 rad/sec 2

DISPLACEMENT ±0.15 rad

SLOPE ±0.64 rad

(roll) SLOPE *0.30 rad

(lateral) NONE MEASURED

ENGINE VIBRATION (long) NO DATA

(heave) .025g @ 30 H9

(lateral) NONE MEASURED

TURNING (yaw) NO DATA

(lateral) NONE MEASURED

MACHINE GUN VIBRATION NO DATA

TURRET ROTATION (lateral) t0.5g

*This number does not include the effects of bump stop or
idler impact. Peaks of 3 to 6g are possible in these cases.

**The quantities in parentheses are average values.

I
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TABLE 7-1 1160AI ACCELERATION DATA (cont'd)

TURRET

MANEUVER PARAMETERS

TURRET ROTATION (yaw) *2.15 rad/sec2

*0.392 rad/sec

MAIN GUN RECOIL (long) -0.4g

(pitch) *1.0 rad/sec2

MAIN GUN ELEVATION (vertical) 0.025g

(SAFETY STOP IMPACT) 0.2g

LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION 0.1g, - 0.6g

TERRAIN EFFECTS (heave) *l.Og* f-1.OHB

(pitch) +0.02 rad/sec

*0.15 rad (displacement)

(roll) NO DATA

SLOPE EFFECTS (pitch) 10.64 rad

(roll) 10.030 rad

ENGINE VIBRATION (long) !k0.035g @ 5fff (.4.Olg)**

tO.018g @ 15H6 (4.0lg)

(heave) *0.llg @ 5H6 (0.04g)

*O.03g @ 15H6 (4 .01g)

(lateral) *0.077g @ 5H6 (0.022g)

*0.028 @ 15HB -401g)

TURNING (yaw) NO DATA

(lateral) NONE MEASURED

MACHINE GUN VIBRATION NO DATK

COAXIAL GUN FIRING NO DATA
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Engine vibration data were not recorded longitudinally at the
hull; but since the levels (vibration) at the turret in this
degree of freedom are low, it can be assumed that they would below at the hull. The 30 Hz vertical vibration at the hull isassumed to be a harmonic of what is observed at the hull.

Higher frequencies resulting from engine vibrations have been
recorded. These are harmonics of the lower frequencies and the
power spectral density analyses result in such low power spec-
tra that it was felt these should be disregarded at the outset.

No data are available for yaw motion on turning. Also, no
lateral acceleration was measu.red due to turning. Observa-
tions of Link personnel who drove the tanks were that neither
was felt at the driver's station. Occupants of the turret
reported some yaw sensations when turning.

*. It is difficult, however, to determine if this sensation was
induced by some other stimuli. Turret rotation effects can
produce start/stop transient accelerations of up to 0.5g at the
driver's station.

Effects of these data on the motion training problem are
discussed in Section 7.2.3 following a discussion of the manner
in which a human perceives motion in Section 7.2.2.

3 7-18-
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7.2.2 Phsiological Percegtion of Motion. In order to fully
analyze the motion simulation requirements for any vehicle, it is
important to understand how a human perceives motion, i.e.,which physiological receptors are affected, how they function,and how they may be stimulated by a simulator motion system.

I Motion is perceived by the human body primarily through three
physiological receptor systems: the vestibular (non-auditory
labrynth) system, the haptic system, and the visual systemJ(figure 7-1). The auditory system also has some effect on the
perception of motion but it is probably a second-level effect.
That is the association of certain sounds with past experi-
ences of motion.

In a modern flight simulator, these sensory systems are stimu-
lated by various means. The vestibular system is stimulated
by notion systems, vibration systems, and to some extent,
G-seat systems (devices for producing sustained acceleration
cues). The haptic system is stimualted by G-seat systems,
motion systems, anti-G-suit systems, and control feel systems.
Visual sensory apparatus is stimulated by both out-the-window
visual systems and cockpit instruments. For simulators of
other types of vehicles analogs of the above vehicle systems
require similar stimuli. These stimuli can be provided by
the same types of simulation hardware, excepting of course,
anti-G suits and G-seats for armored vehicle simulation.

7.2.2.1 The Vestibular System. The human labyrinth (inner
ear) comprises the non-auditory labyrinth or vestibular sys-
tem and the cochlea. There is one labyrinth located in the
temporal bone within each ear. The cochlea, is a part of the
auditory system and will not be discussed further, herein.
A non-auditory labyrinth is located in the vestibule of each
inner ear and hence the name vestibular system. Within the
vestibule there are two sets of motion sensors, one linear
(the otoliths), and one angular (the semi-circular canals).
See Fiqure 7-2.
The semicircular canals occur as approximately orthogonal tri-
ads such that each canal senses rotation about each of the
three axes of the head. These axes are essentially parallel
to the vehicle body axis system when a crewman is seated erect
and facing forward. The sensing mechanism within the semi-
circular canals is the cupula (Figure 7-3), a valve-like pro-
trusion in the ampulla of each canal. The fluid of the semi-
circular canal, endolymph, flows through the canal in response
to movement of the head, and deflects the cupula. The deflec-
tion of the cupula is proportional to the velocity of the fluid
flowing past it. Therefore, the semicircular canals sense ro-
tational velocity.
Otolithic membranes exist in both the utricle and the saccule
(figure 7-1). The utricle has one otolith and the saccule
has two. These maculae are somewhat orthogonal which gave
rise to the hypothesis that they work together to provide
linear motion cues in the same manner as the semicircular
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canals. Another hypothesis is that the saccule has a dual
function, the otolith bearing part responding to linear accel-
erations in the same manner as the utricular otolith, while
that part which is not invested with stratoconia is thought
to be stimulated by vibrations in a frequeny of less than
10 Hz to 120 Hz. However at this point the function of the
saccule is generally unknown and is assumed to not contri-
bute to the perception of linear motion. In fact the organ
is considered vestigial by some. Therefore linear motion is
thought to be sensed solely by the otolith of the utricle
which is stimulated by linear acceleration. The acceleration
deforms the stratoconia (figure 7-4).

As previously stated, each normal human has two complete
functioning vestibular apparatus; one on the left side and one
on the right side. The acceleration and velocity information
from the two apparatus are summed synergisticly. Mathematical
models have been developed which represent the functioning of
the vestibular system.

7.2.2.2 The Haptic System. The haptic system provides the
individual with a sensitivity to the world adjacent to his
body. It is the "body feel" sensory system. Another way of
defining the haptic system is by its constituent elements; the
muscle receptors, the joint receptors, and the pressure recept-
ors. These receptors all contribute to the perception of
motion. The muscle receptors respond to either extension or
contraction of the muscles as they react to motion of the body.
These sensations appear to be a measure of muscular effort
and not muscular length. For example, when the pilot is
subjected to accelerations which impart a force to his head,
the neck muscles exert in an attempt to restrain the head.
It is the effort that is sensed by the muscle receptors and
is used to interpret motion. The joint receptors differ
in that they are stimulated by position. These receptors
provide information relative to skeletal attitude. It then
follows that since certain skeletal attitudes can be assoc-
iated with certain body movements these receptors may provide
information concerning this movement.

The third category of haptic sensory apparatus is the pressure
receptors. These pressure receptors seem to fall into two
categories; deep pressure receptors and cutaneous receptors.
These receptors, when they are deformed, provide a cue relating
the cell deformation to a force or a force change to a specific
body movement.

In addition, body hair plays a roll in the sensation of
motion through hair cell detectors. For example, if the body
is lightly rubbed in a manner such that the skin is not de-
formed, information relating relative motion between the
body and whatever is rubbing against it is transmitted by

= these hair cell detectors. When the human body is moving,
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it is likely that more than one element of the haptic system
is receiving information relative to this movement. How this
information is integrated is not known.* One of the maj or'I difficulties in haptic system research is an inability to
isolate each element during experiments. Some may be anesthe-
tized and the remainder studies. This technique cannot be
generally applied however.

7.2.2.3 The Visual Sensory System. Motion is perceived not
only via mechanoreceptors but also by photoreceptors. In--
humans the photosensitive cells are of two types, rods and cones.
These receptors are located in the eyes. The rods and cones
are located in the retina. Each retina has a central (foveal)I zone for detailed color and pattern vision, and a surrounding
peripheral zone is sensitive only to the grosser features
of the outer visual field. The fovea is close to the optical
axis of the eye and is that portion of the retina where
the inner layers of the retina are absent, thereby permitting
an almost unrestricted flow of light to the receptors. The
central fovea is characterized by densely packed cones.
Toward the edge of the fovea, rods also appear, and as the
distance from the center of the fovea is increased the ratio
of rods to cones increases but the density of receptors de-
creases. This explains the lower threshold of perception
in the fovea rather than in the periphery.

The discrimination of motion is greatest at the fovea but
the appreciation of motion seems highest in the periphery.
This essentially means that motion is detected in the periphery
but the stimulus lacks information therefore motion acuity is
greatest at the fovea.

7.2.2.4 Response of The Physiological Receptors. Now that
the various physiological receptor systems have been function-
ally described, a discussion of their response characteristics
is required. There has been a significant amount of research
done on the thresholds of perception of these receptors. Some
of the work dates back to the 19th century. However the single
fact that has become the most obvious is that the range of
thresholds of the population is fairly large and therefore
averages are simply mathematical quantities which do not neces-
sarily fit any individual. However, these averages can be
useful tools in a cue coordination analysis. Table 7-2
presents a compendium of threshold of perception data for the
vestibular, haptic and visual systems. This data reflects
the results of many studies which attempted to answer thisIi question, however each study essentially indicated need for fur-
ther study. These thresholds are difficult to parameterize
since they are multi parameter functions. There is a depend-I ence on task loading, ambient conditions such as existing
motion and duration and the natural variation among the popula-
tion.
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5 TABLE 7-2 THRESHOLDS OF PERCEPTION

MOTIONJ iim-lcircular Canals

S0/sec2  Vertical MEIRY 1965

.14/se2Horizontal MEIRY 1965

.2-.5o/sec2  Z Axis JOHNSON 1959
.410/sec2  X £a Y Axes STEWART 1970
.67o/see 2 Y Axis STEWIART 1970
.20 /sec4 Z Axis TUMAPICIN 1937

li..3...50/sec 2  All Axes WENDT 1966
.:L2-.l50/sec 2  Z Axis CLARK &STEWART 1962
.50/sec20  YAW GROEN&JONGREES 1948
.06-0.35 /sec Z Axis MANN & RAY 1956

Otoliths

.OO5g All Axes GUM 1972

.02-.08g All Axes WENDT 1966

.01-.03g Z Axis GURNEE 1934

.03-.08g Z Axis FOGEL 1963

a.08-.13g X G Y Axes FOGEL 1963

1-2 min/sec v/Ref AUBERT 1886
10-20 iI1-/sec w_ /o Ref AUBERT 1886
1.0 sec/sec -40 mmn/sec injury Research

Council
Perilphery

10 mi'n/sec e90 v/Ref. OGLE 1962
180-360 M /see w/o Ref OGLE 1962

TNUESHOWDS ASSUMED FOR ANALYSIS

Semicircular Canals

0. 50 /sec!L

Otoliths
0.01q

10 mim/sec
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The frequency response of the vestibular and haptic system
are given by Gum to be 0.1 Hz and 2 Hz respectively. Young
indicates a 10 Hz response for the semicircular canals, but
this is based on a velocity input and approximately 0.1 Hz
for the otoliths. The frequency response data are primarily
useful for determining the requirements for the simulator which

will stimulate these receptors.

Another performance parameter of importance is the adaptation
time of these receptors. According to Young, the semicircular
canals have an adaptation time of 30 seconds, while the haptic
system adapts in approximately 1.0 second. The rapid adapt-
ation characteristics of the haptic system is no doubt why

K I motion systems which use an onset cuing philosophy with sublim-
inal washout seem feasible.

One further comment to conclude the discussion of the physio-
logical aspects of motion sensitivity is the effect of the
absence of any of these stimuli. For example, if there is no
stimulation of the vestibular whatsoever or haptic systems,
and only of the visual apparatus, will the crewman perceive
motion correctly? It is thought not. This may be illustrated
by the familiar railroad station paradox. That is the situation
where a passenger in one railroad train thinks he is moving] : when he sees the train on an adjacent track move. However
he is confused by this phenomenon because he did not "feel"

* motion; he only "saw" it. of course in this situation there
has been no vestibular or haptic stimulation. There are many
levels of stimuli which may be considered in this type of dis-
cussion and some are far more subtle than the railroad station
paradox. Some examples of these areas of uncertainty are: Is

7 it necessary that the organ be stimulated at the correct mag-
nitude or is it sufficient that the direction be correct, or

* can small components be left out? Consider the case of rota-
tion. If the observer is situated some distance from the
center of rotation there is a translational component associ-
ated with the rotation proportional to the radius of curvature.
Therefore, the vestibular system senses the rotation via the
semicircular canals and the translational component via the
utricles. Clearly - if the radius of curvature is large, the
utricular stimulation is important. However, other factors
such as the task loading, the preexisting motion, the dynamics
of the control loop, the absence or existence of disturbing
influences, etc. are important. This discussion could con-
tinue for quite some length, but this is not intended to be
a treatise on the perception of motion but rather a means of

illustrating the complexity of the problem.

The foregoing indicates that for any different application,Is empirical methods should be used to determine which stimuli
are necessary.

[ 7.2.3 Motion Cue Analysis and Simulation PhilosoRhy In the
previous section 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, tauik kinetics, which influence
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motion simulation were tabulated and discussed and the motion
sensing physiological apparatus was explained. The objective
of this section is to evaluate this data in order to establish

a motion training requirements and motion simulation philosophy.

In section 7.2.1 data was tabulated separately for the driver
station and the turret, the rationale being: it was considered
that cuing requirements could be different for the two stations.
This approach did not preclude the possibility of applying the
same cuing to both the driver and the occupants of the turret.
It became obvious, however, that unless the kinetic relation-
ship between the hull and the turret could be maintained,
separate cue sources would be required. The imposition of this

requirement emanates from two major considerations:

1) The turret, being suspended within the hull, has different
mechanical response characteristics than the hull.

2) As the turret slews, its occupants sense motion of the
hull differently as a function of the turret deviation
angle.

The first consideration is supported by the data; the second
is a simple statement of fact. The second can be appreciated-
easily by the following example: consider the situation
where a sixrulated tank is proceding due north with the main
gun pointing due east. Motion cues, which to the driver are
sensed as pitch, would be sensed as roll to the occupants of
the turret facing in the same direction of the gun. It fur-
ther follows that longitudinal motion to the driver would be
lateral motion to the turret crew, etc. Of course non-ortho-
gonal orientation of the turret relative to the tank requires
combinations of degrees of freedom. The foregoing implies a
requirement for continuous turret rotation capability in the
simulator or separate crew stations for the driver and turret
crew. That is: if onset cuing is used for turret rotation,
separate crew stations must be used for the driver and the
turret crew.

However, even if continuous turret rotation is provided, the
correct driver-to-turret crew geometrical relationship must be
maintained. Also, the simulated turret must be suspended in
the simulated hull such that the structural coupling transmits
the motion dynamics "similar to" the actual vehicle. The
phrase "similar to" is obviously vague, but not intended to
be deceptive. it is not known what effect on transfer of
training a degradation of fidelity of cues in this area might
have. However, some more conclusive statements may be made
about this problem. First of all, consider the transmission
of vibratory cues across the turret/hull structural interface.
it can be shown that man is much more sensitive to the fre-
quency and amplitude of a vibratory stimulus, than phase shift.Ii Therefore, the important parameters to preserve are frequency
and amplitude. The question now is: to what extent must
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frequency and amplitude relationships be maintained? When
a person's ability to estimate these parameters absolutely is
low, he does possess capability for relativistic discrimination.I That is, he might be able to say that a particular cue has a
frequency which is too high or too low but is not able to
quantify it as being 12 Hz instead of 13 Hz , for example, orI 0.2 g instead of 0.3 g. But the actual thresholds cannot
be absolutely quantified because they are a function of too
many variables - ambient motion, task loading, intensity, etc.
Therefore, a reasonable approach might be to incorporate suf-.
ficient flexibility into the laboratory model to vary the
structural coupling between the turret and the hull in order
that the actual requirements may be determinedempirically.
One method to implement this decoupling would be the incorpor-
ation of separate motion systems for the turret and the driver
station.

To firmly establish requirements for turret rotation motion
cuing, the first question which must be answered is: "Is any
vestibular/haptic stimulation required to adequately simulate
turret rotation or is it sufficient to provide motion cuing
solely with visual and aural effects?" As was stated previ-
ously, the absence of stimuli to any of the physiological
receptors may cause vertigo or motion sickness. However, how
much kinesthetic cuing is actually required is a much more
difficult question to answer. The cues could run the gamut
from a jolt to indicate starting and stopping, to onset cuing,
to full continuous turret rotation in replication of the real-
world turret. The concept of onset cuing has been demonstrated
to provide adequate stimulation for continuous rotation, par-

* ticularly when no realignment of the gravity vector is required.
Therefore the question reduces to whether a jolt would provide
sufficient training value. It is felt that the only way to
conclusively establish this is to have the capability for onset
cuing available in the laboratory model and degrade it to a
jolt for experimental purposes.

* Pitch and roll are required at the turret to provide the cues
associated with along- and cross-slope operations. It is
further recommended that these 2 degrees-of-freedom be driven
kinematically (platform angle proportional to tank angle)
rather than employing an onset philosophy.

Longitudinal and lateral motion would be desirable to provide
acceleration/deceleration cues as well as main gun firing

* I effects, although pitch and roll may be substituted without
significant loss of training value.

Heave is required at the turret to provide cues indicating
rough terrain and vibration effects. The heave mode could also
provide main gun safety stop bump. Therefore, definite require-
ments for 3 degrees of rotational freedom (pitch, roll and
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1 turret rotation) and one translational (heave) have been estab-
lished. A desirability for longitudinal and lateral motion
has also been identified.

The degrees-of-freedom required for driver's station motion
are pitch and roll, driven kinematically, to provide cues ofU slope operations; longitudinal, to provide acceleration and
deceleration cues; and heave, for vibration and bounce.

Either lateral or yaw would be a suefui. adjunct for turret
start/stop transients, and if available on the simulator, could
be used to investigate the usefulness of either degree-of-
freedom for turning cues.

4I Table 7-3 summarizes the requirements for driver and turret
crew members. These data constitute the performance require-
ments in each degree-of-freedom, in terms of displacement,I velocity, and acceleration. Also tabulated are the vibration
requirements listed as frequency and amplitude. The table is
configured to illustrate which degrees of freedom are consider-I ed to be necessary or useful. The absence oil an entry (-),
implies no requirement. These requirements were derived from
an analysis of the tank data in section 7.2.1 and the discussionI in 7.2.2.

In general, the table implies full fidelity simulation and
does not consider limitations due to cost and other factors.IPitch and roll for both stations was considered to be drivenI
kinematically with the constant of proportionality equal to
unity. Velocity and acceleration requirements are a result
of subjecting the commanded angle to linear second order cue
shaping.

Yaw is not considered essential at the driver's station but is
used to provide onset cues of turret rotation at the fighting
station. Since the semicircular canals are sensitive primarily
to rotational velocity, it is desirable to provide the stimuli

-. associated with turret rotation by means of a position propor-
tional to the velocity drive signal. Therefore, to provide
the full velocity capability of the turret a platform yaw rate
of 0.39 rad/sec is required. The excursion and accelerations
presented in table 7-3 are the result of the second order cue
shaping dynamics.

- Translational cues (longitudinal, lateral, and vertical)
result from stimulation of the utricles and are therefore
acceleration sensitive. The appropriate drive concept for
these 3 degrees-of-freedom would be a position proportional
to acceleration approach. For full acceleration stimulus,
the constant of proportionality is chosen such that the plat-[ form acceleration equals vehicle acceleration. The excursion
and velocity shown in the table are the result of employing
the second order cue shaping dynamics. Longitudinal andL vertical cues are required at both crew stations. Lateral
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i Jcues are of limited value at the driving station. It is, how-
ever, required at the fighting station if continuous turretI rotation is not provided.

Finally, during analysis of vibration requirements, it became
evident that while there are measurable vibrations in the
orthogonal directions and at several harmonies of 5 Hz, not
all are significant. The amplitudes, as indicated both in
terms of acceleration and power spectrum analysis, are small

nin the lateral and longitudinal direction as compared to the
vertical. Also, frequencies other than 5 Hz and 15 Hz also
produce low amplitudes at the fighting station.

I: The only vibration data available for the driver's station
indicates that a relatively high frequency, low amplitude
signal is required in the veritcal direction.
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7.3 Crew Station Simulation Requirements

Interactive crew training must include each individual task as-
sociated with operating the M60A3 in a combat environment and
normally performed at the crew stations. These tasks will be
coordinated to permit the crew to develop skills in working to-I gether and reacting to the variety of problems they could ex-
pect to encounter in combat. Accurate representation of each
crew station and system functional characteristic is important
in establishing a context for crew interaction.

7.3.1 Tank Commander Station. The tank commuander's station
must include the gear used by the commander in closed-hatch,
popped-hatch and open-hatch operations as well as controls for
moving the turret, main gun, and cupola. The commander must
have access to the .50 c~liber machine gun so that he can
clear, load, fire the gunrand replenish ammunition if necessary.
The commander must also be provided with the optics, controls
and scenes associated with his periscope and the laser range-
finder and thermal sighting system (including reticles and
readouts used in sighting, aiming and ranging). Intercom and
radio controls are also required , to permit communications With-3 in the tank, and between the tank and other tactical elements.

Rotation of the commander's cupola must be simulated to permit
the commander to employ the .50 caliber machine gun in the1 closed-hatch or head-up position. The cupola locks and the
designate switch must be operable to allow him to fire the main
gun and coax machine gun from his position. Connections to the

gas particulate system are also required, to simulate NBC oper-

The commander searches his area with unaided vision, powered
optics, and thermal sights. In button-up operations, he
also uses these systems together with vision blocks. The
commander must also have the use of hand-held binoculars to
permit him to search rapidly and efficiently in open-hatch op-
erations, where the situation changes rapidly, and threats may
be visible in many different sectors.

*1 7.3.2 Gunner Station. The gunner' s station must include a3
unity-power periscope, telescope, powered periscope, and thermal
sight including appropriate reticles and controls. The gun-
ner's quadrant, elevation quadrant, and azimuth indicator are
also required. The gunner must have operational gun controls
and stabilization switches, manual and power turret and gun
controls, and controls and displays associated with the bal-
listic computer.

The gunner's manual turret controls must reflect friction pro-
sent in the real system, so that when power is not available,
the gunner experiences realistic feel when exercising manual[ control over turret rotation and gun elevation and depression.
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U The gunner also needs an intercom with controls, and connec-
tions, and a connection to the gas particulate system.

1 7.3.3 Loader Station. The loader's station must include the
loader's seat, hiatch and hatch cover, and the loader's peri-
scope. The periscope, and the open hatch must permit the load-
er to view the visual scene. The le~ader's station must also
include ammunition ready racks, stowage, and ammunition repre-

1 senting loads for typical missions, for both the main gun andj the coaxial machine gun. The main gun breech and the coax must
also be present and operating, but the coaxial machine gun need
not require maintenance other than immediate action. The coax
ammuunition box must deplete proportionally to coax firing, for-
cing the loader to monitor and replenish. Main gun rounds must
be accurate as to size, shape, weight, and color coding, to pro-
vide realism when selecting and loading main gun ammunition
under stress and time pressure of combat. The simulated APERS
round must have a settable fuse. The empty casing of each round

-fired must be ejected onto the floor of the turret. This func-
tion helps the loader learn to operate with shell casings on
the floor, and to stow them temporarily until it is possible to
eject them from the turret.

The loader must be able to open and close the main gun breech,
to remove rounds already loaded. This will give the rest of
the crew experience in working around necessary delays in main

* gun operation (as would occasionally be reguired in combat).

The main gun breech must recoil during simulated firing, to
prevent the loader from developing unsafe habits. The breech

* should not move rapidly enough to injure the loader, but should
discourage him from allowing himself to be struck. It is not
expected that loaders will learn loading fundamentals in the
FCIS, but the system must simulate the loader's environment
realistically enough to permit him to form safe and effective
habits relevant to rapid, sustained fire. Intercom and
breathing connections are also required at the loaders station.
The loader's machine gun must also be provided.

7.3.4 Driver Station. The driver's station must include all
* of the driver's controls and instruments, his vision blocks,
* hatch, and image intensifier systems. The simulated engine,

transmission~and track must respond to control inputs as they
- would in the tank. The drain valve control must operate as it

does in the tank, but need not involve flooding of the driver's
compartment when fording. An indicator can be used at the in-I* structor/operator station so that the driver can be alerted
when he fords with the valve open.

I Engine fire extinguishers are required at the driver's station,
with appropriate indicator and reset capabilities at the in-
structor/operator station. Intercom and gas particulate systemL connections and controls are also required.
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7.4 Vehicle Systems Simulation Requirements

Most of the tank's systems are directly or indirectly controlled
by the crew, and provide task information to the crew by way of
indicators and displays, sounds, vibrations, motions, and other
stimuli. In some cases, one system may influence the informa-
tion derived from another. Smoke produced by the main gun pro-
vides little useful information to the crew, but strangly, in-
fluences the crew's use of its vision devices. The Rerformance
of each system having an effect, either directly or indirectly, on
critical crew tasks, must be simulated to permit practice of
important crew interaction tasks.

It is frequently necessary for the commander and the gunner,
and always for the driver, to know something about the perform-
ance of automotive systems. The commander, hearing the engineI strain or the track vibrate, knows how much more speed or man-
euverability he can ask for. The gunner has little need for
this information, but will occasionally adjust his performance
to adapt to the tank's ability to turn or accelerate. The ef-I fects of acceleration, turns, and braking on the loader can
make his jobs extremely difficult and hazardous. The sounds,
vibrations, and motions associated with the automotive systems
are important in training the gunner to anticipate and cope
with disturbances due to tank motion.

Performance of automotive systems is important to the driver
in that it determines the degree of control over speed, accel-
eration, stability and maneuvering he can exercise. Sounds
of the track are important as it moves over various kinds
of terrain, in telling the driver something about the ef-
fect his performance is having in the turret. Vibrations
produced by rough terrain, and by track interactions with the
terrain at various speeds are much more pronounced and de-
bilitating in the turret than at the driver's station. As
a result, sounds heard at the driver's station which accomp-
any disturbances in the turret are important in helping the
driver to judge his performance as it relates to the needs
of the turret crew.

The crew will have learned most of the skills and procedures
required to operate the tank and its systems, before being

required to correct or compensate for system malfunctions.
Training in the MCIS will be their first opportunity to learn,
as a crew, to work around system failures to complete theirI. assigned missions. Failures of major automotive systems are
required to provide the tank commander with opportunities
to reassess the situation, and to develop and practice coursesIi of action necessary for the completion of the mission. Auto-
motive system failures are also required to permit the driver
to practice diagnostic and corrective procedures under the

Upressures imposed by a tactical situation. in some cases, he will
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1 I also have to make decisions about how to modify his performance
to compensate for the failure of the transmission or track.

1 7.5 Weapons Systems Simulation Requirements

Integrated crew operations involve firing the main and coaxial
guns from the gunner and commander's stations, the commander's
.50 caliber machine gun, the smoke grenade launchersand the
loader's machine gun. The firing of each weapon system must be
simulated to provide the information used by the crew in threat
engagement, and to provide the workload needed to train effec-
tive crew interaction.

1 7.5.1 Main Gun. Main gun sound and recoil must be simulated
with sufficient realism to provide the training value required
with full consideration of crew safety. The sound of the main

' Igun is important to the entire crew as an indication that the
gun has been fired, and in training the crew to rely on stand-
ard procedures and the intercom for interaction, rather than on
unaided voice communications. The sound is also important in
preparing the crew for the real tank environment. Recoil is
important primarily to the loader, who must learn to work rap-
idly around the breech of the gun, while avoiding contact with
it. Empty shell casings must be extracted and ejected from the
gun to permit the loader to develop techniques for maintaining
high rates of fire without losing his balance on the moving,
unsteady turret floor. The breechblock of the main gun must be
realistically simulated to force the loader to employ valid
loading techniques. Main gun ammunition must be the same
size, weight, and shape and generate the same impact effects
as rounds carried in combat.

It should be possible to boresight and zero the main gun, butboresighting the main gun can be readily practiced on theoperational tank (giving it low priority on the FCIS).

II Main gun malfunctions must be simulated, to force the crew to
apply immediate corrective action procedures, and to practice
unloading the main gun. Main gun failures are also necessary
to force the crew to develop and employ new sources of action
in accomplishing the assigned mission and in maintaining the
security of the tank.

7.5.2 Coaxial Machinegun. The coaxial machine gun and its
fire must be separated, as a part of the gunner's and the load-
er's responsibilities. Coax malfunctions must be simulated,

y 5but need not involve extensive loader diagnosis and corrective
action. Depletion of coax ammunition must be simulated, since
one of loader's primary responsibilities is monitoring andI maintaining the ammunition supply. The sound of the coax
gun is important as it provides feedback to the gunner, tank
commander, and driver, and helps the loader keep track ofIexpended ammunition. Simulation of coax noise need not
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represent unique sounds associated with various stoppages
and failures, in the context of full crew interaction
training. Depletion:..of the coax ammunition belt and simpleI stoppages must be simulated to give the crew practice in re-
vising its methods of engagement accordingly. When stoppages
can be cleared, the crew may wait, or the commander mayI decide to use the .50 caliber machine gun or an APERS round;
or he may decide to direct the driver to change routes or
move to another position, depending on the situation at the
time. Coax tracers and tracer burnouts must be simulated.3
Ricochets from hard targets must also be simulated to pro-
vide information about the nature of concealed targets inJ reconnaissance-by-fire procedures.

7.5.3 Loader's Weapons. The loader's 7.62 machine gun, stowed
in the tremust be able to be mounted outside the hatch andI fired at targets in the loader's field of view. Tracers and
tracer burnout at realistic ranges must be simulated. When the
gun is fired at hard targets, ricochets must also be simulated,I whether the target is in the open or concealed behind vegeta-
tion.

The loader must be able to load, charge and clear the machine-I gun; but only simple stoppages need be simulated. It is niot
necessary to simulate burst cartridge cases, since these stop-
pages require more complex corrective action than is necessary
for integrated crew training. The sounds of the loader's wea-
pon must be simulated, to alert the rest of the crew to the
fact that it is being employed, or that it has stopped.

7.5.4 .50 Caliber Machinegun. The commander's machinegun
must be simulated to include loading, changing and clearing,
ammunition depletion, tracer burnout, ricochets, and simple
stoppages. The commander should be able to attach a new ammuu-
nition belt to the belt remaining in the ammunition box. A
simpler indication of ammunition depletion could be used, in-

L side the box; the commander should have to open the box to see
the amount of ammunition remaining. Sounds of the gun must be
simulated, to inform the rest of the crew, especially the driv-
er, that the gun is being fired, or that it has stopped firing.

7.5.5 Grenade Launchers. Smoke grenades must be simulated to
permit the commander to simulate screening the tank. Smoke

- produced by the grenades should range in density from transpar-
ent to opaque, and it must drift with the wind, to force the
commuander and the driver to compensate for drift by planning
and changing routes. Smoke should become transparent with
time, but for purposes of crew interaction, may simply diminish
in size and disappear.

7.5.6 Pesoa Wea en. The crew's personal weapons and the
.45 caliber ammiion stowed in the turret are not relevantL to crew interaction training, except in pricticing pre-operational
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equipment checks. Each member of the crew will have been
trained in maintaining and firing his personal weapon; no fur-
ther training is required in the FCIS.

The turret should be marked to indicate the stowage area for
.45 caliber ammunition, and for other supplies not needed in
integrated crew training, but the ammunition and supplies need
not be simulated.

The main gun, the coax and the .50 caliber machinegun, and the
associated fire control instruments must include controls for
boresighting and zeroing. Some steps in boresighting can beI simulated, to minimize system cost. It is not necessary for
the crew to attach cross-threads to the main gun nozzle, but
the crew should be able to zero the guns by firing at a zeroing
target, and adjusting sight reticles into the shot groups. Am-
munition dispersion must be simulated for each weapon and ammu-
nition type to prevent identical impacts from identical lays.

7.6 Instructional Systems Requirements

The special characteristics of a laboratory model training sys-I tem require both instructor and manual control of every facet
of cueing, monitoring, and evaluation systems. Cueing systems
should either duplicate the real world or incorporate sufficient
flexibility to allow cues to be broken down to their basic com-

-4 ponents to determine what information is required to bring the
student to criterion. The instructor should be able to auto-
mate his cue presentation sufficiently to allow him to ob-
serve crew actions and end results in real time, and
evaluate performance to the degree that will permit him to in-
itiate appropriate performance data selection for student feed-
back and critique.

The FCIS instructor should have controls and color alphanumeric
and tactical map displays together with visual repeaters or a

direct visual scene view to perform the following functions:

a. observe crew action and view the entire tactical scene
both as the crew sees it and also as a symbolic tactical
map. This would allow the instructor to evaluate their
scanning and sighting patterns and techniques, and to
selectively control and alter the tactical situation.
Direct view of the visual scene and the crew is prefer-
able to the use of visual repeaters, in that subtle crew
actions, intra-crew coordination and crew/visual coordin-
ation may be accurately observed, modified and evaluated,
without the spatial distortions, data integration and
timing problems inherent in remote monitoring and control
systems.

b. Monitor a master index of all alphanumeric/map display

functions and capabilities.
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U c. Control initial conditions:

1) Modify or build initial conditions, including simulated
own tank position, orientation; Geographical terrain;
Environmental situations; Weather; Threat and friendly

I forces, (type, distribution, and quantity).

2) Review all initial conditions.

1 3) Insert selected initial conditions.

d. Control current conditions:

1) Monitor current conditions.

* 2) Freeze selected parameters.
3) Modify selected tank, environmental, visual, and tacti-

cal conditions.

e. Control malfunctions:

1) Review malfunctions by system.

2) Insert malfunctions.

3) Delete malfunctions.

4) Delete all active malfunctions.

5) Monitor all active malfunctions by number and descrip-
tion.

6) Inhibit pre-programmed malfunctions,

f. Control tactical situation:

1) Select weapon malfunctions.

2) Display and control threat and friendly locations,
type, dynamics, firing, and reaction to the FCTS (man-
ually or automatically).

3) Select target to be engaged or target sequence.

4) View map, visual, and alphanumeric/graphic displays of[I gunnery performance.

h. Generate hardcopy:

1) Store "snapshots" of the alphanumeric/map CRT display.
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j. Control map displays:

1) Display appropriately scaled tactical contour maps
with own tank and threat track.

1 2) Erase ground track.

k. Reverse/Advance Multiple Page CRT Displays (e.g., malfunc-
tions)

1) Data Clear - Clear all data accumulated during a pre-
vious training session and reinitialize to a cleanJcondition.

m. Freeze the entire training problem and monitor when a
freeze condition exists.

n. Monitor all weapons system, vehicle control system, and
ii sighting system control status.

o. Select emergency shutoff of all electrical power to the
entire complex.

p. Monitor selected parameters and instrument and control
readings and positions.

q. Monitor time of day, mission elapsed time and stopwatch
timer time.

r. Select demonstrations, preprogrammed test exercises, or
record/playback sections.

During high density tactical operations, the instructor(s) must
also be capable of performing the following functions.

s. Monitor, analyze and evaluate individual crewmember's ac-
I. tions and reactions (including normal and emergency pro-

cedures and a variety of intracrew and intercrew reactions
to a variety of terrain and threat stimuli).

t. Monitor, analyze and evaluate coordinated crew actions
and reactions (including normal and emergency procedures
and a variety of friendly force, terrain, and threat force1. stimuli)

u. Adaptively vary the tactical environment to tax the crew

without overwhelming them, to locate and eliminate indi-
vidual of crew weaknesses.

II The following are required:

- Capability to observe and identify any weak point
in individual or)crew actions.
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Knowledge of type and location (including when de-
tection and kill positions are reached) of all3 friendly and threat forces.

- Capability to coordinate friendly and armor and ar-3I tillery fire.

Capability to use visual scene and dynamic tactical
maps to determine best routes, best firing positions,
best offensive and defensive actions and reactions
from which to evaluate and modify crew headwork and
actions.

v. Control the visual system including on/offoresolution,
field of view, brightness, tactical feedback (threat, de-
tectability and visual sensing) and scene complexity (num-
ber and detail of features).

w. Motion ON/OFF.

x. Appropriate controls and displays to allow the instruc-
tor(s) to act as any one, two, or three members of the

T crew.
The Tank Commander/Driver observers require the following con-

trol and display capabilities.

a. Emergency stop control

b. Motion ON

c. Motion OFF

d. Freeze control/indicator

e. Visual controls

f. A tactical map (selectable by the instructor) providing
location and type of all friendly and threat forces.

g. Problem setup initializationdemonstration, and playback
- controls.

"" 7.7 Visual/Motion/Instrumentation Synchronization

The dynamics of the tank, its unique transmission, and steering
and braking systems must be reflected in the driver's instru-
ments and in the sound of motion and vibration at each crew
station. Although the driver makes relatively little use of
his instruments, tachometer and speedometer indications must
correlate with accelerator, brake, and gear shift positions.
Sounds associated with movement of the track over variousIkinds of terrain and the speed relative to accelerator position
must vary realistically, to permit the driver, and the other
members of the crew to review speed and to perform accordingly.
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Sound and vibration are different at the driver's station than
they are in the turret, because of the distances between crewI stations, sources of sound and vibrations, and the dif-
ferent resonances influencing them. These differences must be
simulated, particularly to keep the driver aware of the sever-

-I ity of vibrations in the turret which he does not directly
U experience.

* Motion of the crew stations and the visual scene dynamics ob-3 served by the crew must be represented. Although actual motion
excursions in the simulator need not duplicate the tank motion
being represented, visual scene dynamics must accurately repre-
sent the motion of the tank, turret, and cupola. Full rotation
of the turret is not required, except from the visual aspect.
Onset turret rotation motions are required, however, to alert
the turret crew to the direction and magnitude of motions to beI experienced. All motions, sounds, and vibrations must be synch-
ronized with the visual scene to prevent delays in tracking the
visual scene from the fire control instruments and the driver's
station, and to minimize vertigo in going from the tank to the

sensed by the vestibular and haptic systems as acceleration and

velocity, and by the visual apparatus as change in position,
then at the threshold of perception of these various systems,
force and motion cues should precede visual cues.

I The preceding indicates the proper sequence of cue occurrence.
But what about maximum time delays from initiation of a maneuver
until cue sensation, or maximum missynchronization among theI various cues? Little data is available quantifying these param-
eters. A recent study by Miller & Riley indicates no increase
in tracking error until the overall delay was 250 ms and 375 ins,J depending on the simulated vehicle's control characteristics.

Whether these results can be applied to the simulation of the
M460A3 is not completely certain. What can be said is that delaysI can be longer in any simulation that has a "looser" control loop.
By that it is meant that if the environment/man/vehicle control
loop has a naturally longer effective time constant then longerI delays may be tolerated. However, the proper sequencing must
be maintained.

Motion and visual cues should, however, be synchronized to with-I in less than 150 milliseconds to prevent crews from developing
simulator-specific tracking skills, especially when firing on
moving targets, or when firing on the move.
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